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Only 102 given in the country:

Three Faculty Receive
NEH Fellowships
fessors from Trinity receiving a
fellowship which is only given
to 102professors in the country.
Kathleen A. Curran, AssisNadel-Klien, who came to
tant Professor of Fine Arts; Trinity in 1987, received a felMichael C. FitzGerald, Assis- lowship for her project, "Localtant Professor of Fine Arts; and ism and Identity in Scotland."
Jane H. Nadel-Klien, Associate Her research is part of a proprofessor of Anthropology and gram that she began in the sevDirector of Area Studies, have enties. The project studies the
received fellowships from Na- issues of culture and commutional Endowment for the Hu- nity survival in modern Scotmanities (NEH)/Fellowships land.
for College teachers. These felProfessor Nadel-Klien is
lowships are among the biggest interested in how localities surgrants awarded in the humani- vive the process of being soties.
cially marginalized. Her parThere were over a thousand ticular focus is on fishing comapplicants and 102 fellowships munities.
were given. The application
Last summer, Nadel-Klein
process began last Spring. It visited Scotland on a grant from
consisted of a written statement Trinity College. Prior to the NEH
about the purposed project and fellowship, she received a NEH
three recommendations from summer stipend. Nadel-Klein
scholars in the field. The deci- will be on leave for the 1994-95
sions were announced in mid academic year.
December.
Professor Curran was on
President Gerety noted the sabbatical last semester and
"extraordinary rate of success" chose to extend her leave when
that is exemplified by threeproplease turn to page 7
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor

JIM MHX

The Wasni.iqftoi' Room in Mather tTall hu&tud Si. Klmo's annual Disco hifernii party
last Friday night. Pollster bdl-botinins, big collars, and nagahidc jackets -were the
attirr of most. Approximately 500 people attended the party.

Trinity Mourns Loss of Professor
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor

spread."
"When they found outwhat
was wrong, (Caples) was flown
Assistant Professor of Fine to Oregon, where her husband's
Arts, Jacqueline Caples, died on family is from," said KirschSaturday, January 29th, 1994 at b;uim.
the age of forty from pancreatic
Caples' fight against cancancer. A memorial service was cer was simultaneous with her
held last Tuesday in Sherwood, pregnancy. Pancreatic cancer
Oregon.
moves very quickly. KirschProfessor Caples is sur- baum said, "[it was a] very hevived by her husband, Stephen roic race against each other."
Grubowski, her son, Austin Cole The baby, Austin Cole
Grubowski and her parents Mr. Grubowski, was delivered by
and Mrs. Robert O. Caples.
CaesareanSectionafter28weeks
KELLY COLL1S
Professor Caples died last
Caples married Grubowski of pregnancy.
last Spring and was pregnant
According to Kirschbaum, week leaving behind a
when she found out that she Caples was in a great deal of newborn son.
had pancreatic cancer. Accord- pain. He noted that Caples had
ing to Professor Robert a "tremendous amount of will well.
In addition, Caples did site
Kirschbaum, Associate Profes- to stay alive long enough to desor and Director of Studio Arts, liver the baby." There had been specific and installation work.
Caples went into the hospital at hope that she could be more She had been seeking to ha ve an
installation at The State House.
The beginnings of that work
"They originally thought it was operable.
were displayed in a show a t TrinWhen they went in to do that they saw the
ity last Spring. Kirschbaum
stated, "What we saw in her
cancer had spread." —Robert Kirschbaum work
was great beauty and great
the beginning of the fall (around progressive with her fight after promise."
Caples received her MFA
midterm), for procedures that the baby was bom.
Professor Caples came to from Claremont Graduate
were supposed to last a week.
Kirschbaum stated, "They Trinity a year and a half ago. School in 1989 where she was
thought there was a tumor on She was a sculpture Professor Summa Cum Laude. She had
the fetus or uterus... then they on the tenure track. According an uncoventional academic cabegan to suspect a gallbladder to Kirschbaum, she would have reer; starting at the University
problem so they went in to cor- been the first sculpture profes- of Michigan ten years after
rect that... they needed to look sor regarded as being a perma- graduating high school.
Caples was working on a
further and they discovered the nent faculty member. She precancer." He continued, "They vailed in a search of 200 candi- project of the old royal typeoriginally thought it was oper- dates. Caples was a gifted writing factory in Hartford
able. When they went in to do teacher of drawing and was in- when she became ill. In her
please turn to page 6
that they saw the cancer had volved with photography as
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The Campus Security, fotce will
-rent to
batside

ias moved
their offices from Mather Hall
to 76 Vernon Street. The move
started on January 12th and
took several days to complete.
Security is now more visible to

community that may be "intending crime," according to
Brian Kelly,
A drawback of the move is
the loss of the use of security
cameras around campus. The

The feeds from the camera have not been
moved from the old office in Mather Hall,
and they remain unmatched... Kelly does
not believe the cameras were that effective in
spotting crime, but merely acted as a physical deterrent to crime.
the outside community on Ver- feeds from the camera have not
beenmoved from the old office
non Street.
. Thenew office's mainben- in Mather Hall, and they reefit is its increased space, which main unwatched. Brian Kelly
was needed to help house the is unsure if they willbe moved,
growing Campus Safety force. stating that "[we] may bring
During Director of Campus three or four over." Kelly does
Safety BrianKelly's almost four not believe the cameras were
year tenure, theforce has grown that effective in spotting crime,
by three officers and the night but merely acted as a physical
shift has become substantially deterrent to crime. He could
larger. The increased space has site only three cases where the
also allowed the recently initi- cameras were used effectively
ated Guardian Bantams tobase to spot trouble, two incidents
their operations from Campus of car vandalism and a car fire.
The other drawback of the
Safety.
The other benefit of the move to 76 Vernon is that it
please turn to page 7
move is increased visibility.
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Elves, Fairies & SGA
he Fantasy Guild, as of the last election, is the largest
voting block on SGA. With a total of approximately 15
votes per person, six Guild members just decided to
write themselves in as Members At Large. It turns out that was
what would amount to wretched excess, as only 3 votes were
needed per person to sit on the governing body for the school.
There's nothing wrong with what the Fantasy Guild did —
they saw an opportunity to have a larger voice in the school and
they took it. But it is wrong that they were able to pull it off. No
matter what anyone tells me, the Fantasy Guild is not representative of the Trinity Student Body—even aside from the fact that
most of us don't go around wearing capes and discussing the
intellectual qualities of gnomes versus elves.
What ever happened to the SGA as a "centralized, representative body for Student Government on the Trinity College
campus?" I don't feel represented, and neither should you.
But it's not entirely SGA's fault. Granted, they should have
better publicized the exact positions that were available more
than a few days before the campaign entranceforms were due;
maybe even have made it easier to get on the ballot in the first
place. But in the end, the fault of the Fantasy Guild's impressive
showing falls on the apathy of the students.
When I visited as a prospect, I heard a rumor from a Senior
that once upon a time people used to actually jump to do things
at this school. They used to run for SGA, they used to write for
The Tripod, they used to actually try to get their voices heard.
And, lo and behold, they were listened to, they got things
changed, and they liked the school.
As students you're giving power away. Don't like what's
happening with fraternities? Change it! Don't like the food at
Marriott? Change it! Don't like the color of your dorm? For
iod's sake, you can change it! It only took 3 votes in the last
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Agrees With Lake
to a Wesleyan-type atmosphere. Well,
won't that be fun?
I am writing in support of Eli Lake's
The college should be very content
article about fraternities and the future with its progress so far. As Eli noted,
of student social life at Trinity published many houses have been condemned, the
in last week's Tripod. In my opinion, Eli majority of the student body and many
hit this one right on the nose. I must say alumni are POed, and notone individual
it was the best article I have read on this of the opposite sex showed up at a rush
highly controversial and unfortunate is- function with the serious intention of
sue. Whatis special abouthis approaches joining. What will the college do next?
that although he personally feels frater- Ban alcohol at parties?
nities are "stupid," he still supports the
While it seems that the sympathy
student's right to choose: I believe that around campus has gone towards the all
he is a representative of how many other male organizations, let's look at Kappa
independents feel about this subject. andTri-Delt. Whatwillhappentothem?
Although they choose not to participate By trying to "better" their situation by
in a Greek o rganization, they s till believe giving them access to an all male fraterothers should have the right to do so. nity house, the college has taken away
To the Editor:

The college feels that if it enforces an impractical coeducation standard upon its Greeks, in a few years, after
all of us unhappy students have faded away, the school
will have regained control over its student body and we
will be on our way to a Wesleyan-type atmosphere. Well,
won't that be fun?
Furthermore, theyenjoy attendingmany
of the social functions that the Greeks,
because of their strength in numbers and
initiative, are able to produce.
I am a member of a Greek organization. Contrary to popular opinion about
fraternity brother, I too have a great respect for many of our faculty members
and our academic institution. Just because one is a member of a fraternity

almost everything they have worked to
achieve over the past 25 years. They
probably will lose their national charter
and their name at Trinity College while
being "forced" to try to integrate with
male fraternities. The school is not helping them out by forcing coed fraternities.
They are bringing their demise and calling an end to everything that they may
cherish.
''/>//?/if"

Until people start jumping to change things at this school
again, SGA will continue to be the farce that it has just proven
itself to be, and "they"—the Trustees, the faculty, the parents—
will change things for us. Congratulations to the Fantasy Guild:
finally at least one group on campus decided to make a change.
M.B.P.

James L Barr '95
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

meathead. Unfortunately,itappears that fear that we were losing ground to the
most of the faculty, administration, and other Northeastern schools that have altrustees believe this stereotype to be true. ready changed their policies. Instead of
The college feels that if it enforces an remaining as one of the few conservative
impractical co-education standard upon strongholds in the region, Trinity jumped
its Greeks, in a few years, after all of us on the politically correctbandwagon and
unhappy students have faded away, the moved to phase out its strong Greek
school will have regained control over its tradition that has endured for over one
student body and we will be on our way hundred years. Overall, the college's
decision to make Greeks become coed
has sickened me. In my opinion, Trinity
is now only half as great as it was when
I applied early here some four years ago.
Matthew B. Prince '96
I will graduate this Spring with the best
memories of my life. Unfortunately,
MANAGING EDITOR
however, Trinity will never be for others
what it was for me and my fellow classmates.
Sincerely,
Ashley R. Altschuler '94
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Logical Inconsistency In The RA Program

To the Editor:

year students again. Yet when jobs were
given out for this year, I did not receive
one. When I confronted the Director I
was told that there were others "more
qualified for the job " and no other explanation was provided. Without taking
anything away from those who received
positions, I would question the logic behind this statement for I was the only
staff person returning with any experience of being an RC. All other RC's had
graduated. Outside of academia, this
type of logic is1 met wrfh lawsuits.
Unfortunately, I 'was not the only

ized. She may have heard earlier if the
Director had returned her first two calls.
I am writing in response to the arSeniors were not the only ones who
ticle by Jim Barr and Matt Henry on the
had their employment tampered with.
firing of Robyn Adcock. Although the
Ten juniorshad aspirations of being RA's
intention of their article is to show that
in the fall and are studying abroad in the
there may be some foul play in the Office
spring. None of these RA's were rehired.
of Residential Life, the story leaves many
Surprised by the decision, many of these
questions in the mind of the average
people personally voiced their displeareader. I cannot comment on the specifsure to Kathy Duggan. Within two weeks,
ics of the Adcock case, yet I intend to tell
they were offered jobs. Some decided to
of other stories from the RA Program
stay with the Program while others dewhich further bringto question the leadclined the offer choosing to send; a 'mesership of the Office of Residential Life.
sage to the Director who had shown such
inconsistencies during the rehiring; proSome of these people mere high. on ] the JM' ladder,.. .[but], cess.
; :
All was not well in the*'Office of
were removedfrom the program with the simple explana- Residential Life and there was an opportunity to make a change. Kathy Duggan
tion from Ms. Duggan, that there were others more
was hired as an "interim director" meaning mat the college would open a search
qualified for the job."
for a permanent director. Thesearchwas
Last year I was the Resident Coordi- senior "laid off" by the Program. There not conducted in the same manner as
nator of Elton/Jones. I was one of three was a small handful of others who were previous searches had been for adminisjuniors (the rest being seniors) on the RA not offered positions in the RA Program trative positions. Usually, a qualified
Council, a ten member governing board after two years of service. Some of these applicant outside of Trinity would hear
consisting of the high ranking RA's. people were high on the RA ladder, obvi- of the job opening from a publication
Obviously in good standing with the ously respected by the former Director called "The Chronicle for Higher Educaformer Director of Residential Life, I as- who selected them for their talents. Still, tion." This is a classified section for the
sumed little would change as "Interim these people were removed from the pro- academic job world. But, because Dean
Director" Kathy Duggan gained control gram with the simple explanation from Peters, the head of the Search Commitof the program. Not once was I repri- Ms. Duggan, thatthere were others "more tee, did not deem it necessary to place an
manded for not completing my duties qualified for the job." One person heard ad in the "Chronicle," many outside of
nor was lever late for training. I spoke to this phrase long distance. The Office did Trinity would not hear of this job openKathy Duggan about remaining an RC in not bother to notify this person of her ing. To my knowledge, this is an unusual
a freshman dorm this year and she agreed dismissal until this person called the Of- tactic for search committees at Trinity
that I would be best working with first fice two weeks after positions were final- College, presumably seeking to find the

person best suited for the job.
To Dean Peters credit, he decided to
ask the RA's for their opinion of Kathy
Duggan's performance during the year
as "interim director," since she was a
lead candidate for the job. Dean Peters
set aside a Wednesday and a Thursday
forRA's to come and voice their opinions
about Ms. Duggan.
Unfortunately, the RA's did not receive notice of this until 4:00 PM on that
Wednesday, thus eliminating the first
day and leaving little time to rearrange
;,schedules to;m;ee.tiwfthiDean Peters the
.second day. In, spite of the limited time,
Imet with DeanPeiers and discussed my
individiial case as well as relaying other
pertinent stories. He expressed interest
and said that he. wanted to hear more
about these mishaps at another time. He
said he would call and schedule an appointment with me. I never received a
call from Dean Peters.
Hopefully this letter shows that there
are problems in the Office of Residential
Life—problems which need to be reconciled. In general. Trinity students know
little about these problems and I feel it is
important to point out these events. Still,
the problems exist and without the Deans
providing proper recourse, RA's will
continue to be
unjustifiably,
unprofessionally, and maybe even illegally, removed from their jobs.
Sincerely,
Jason Greenfield '94

h on Y
mle of American youth culture: we young Americans like shiny
things. Second rule of American youth
culture: what we like is usually wha t o ur
parents revile. If you don't like us listening to violent rap music, heed by these
two basic rules.
It is important to explain exactly
what I mean by shiny. Shiny is anything
with a better ingredient than its most
popular competitor. Shininess is the prospect of mass appeal before it attains such

[GJive Dre a spot on the
MacLaughlin group, next
to that whiny geek they call
Beetle. Before you know it,
Dre and Snoop are as shiny
as Hammer and Vanilla.
status. Once a product attains mass appeal it can maintain shininess by repackaging the same product differently. Take
Coke, for example: in my lifetime I drink
Coke because it has something to do
with children singing about buying the
world a Coke; because I like to have a
Coke and a smile; because it goes so well
with Bacardi rums; because it'snotPepsi.
Our generation has been choosing
shiny things ever since we were kids.
We'd watch cartoons and buy the toys in
between the episodes because they were
shiny. Transformers were shinier than
Cabbage Patch Kids. Intellivision was
shinier than Atari. Sega is shinier than

Nnue<ii.l'i — ^olif1 Good. ihrt'iMiol and Bootsy ColUii'j as i unisli-'ts of •aiU- imagination of everyone my age If given
much bitbsfanti\e difiricnce beh.ven dtug education Picture Ihis 30 "•erond the choice between being a thinking, raLegos and Erector sets, except that the radio spot- the vamp to "Chocolate City" tional being and an actual karate robot
former was packaged much better. Why underneath the starchild saying, "What's the choice seems obvious — karate rowould you want to make three dimen- happening C.C., don't do drugs." We'll bots are shinier. We'll all run to the
sional lv.'xngonrs when you ran make coo! all be grooving so hr.rd to t\v; baseVinp, police academies to join the force.
In closing, I urgg.yqu. .to take my
tanks and airplanes?
. . } we won't even .care what he's saying.
After this it's on to my generation's suggestions seriously. As I see it, noticThe difference between our generation and your generation is thatyouhave favorite pastimes — video games and ing short of karate robots, anti-drug funk
to think about what is shiny. You need mo vies. We like Mortal Kombat, and we songs and Pete To wnsend-produced rap
someone with Brand X dandruff sham- liked Robocop. Here's the plait: make a albums will curb this tendency of inner
poo on one side their head and Denorex movie about a robot invented by the city violence. The preponderance of vioon the other to say, "1 canfeel the Denorex Japanese who has a special karate micro- lent crime in our cities has nothing to do
side tingling." Our generation, on the
other hand, instinctively knows which [I]t was not my generation that invented shininess in
side is going to tingle.
order to sell soft drinks and dandruff shampoos: My
With all of this in mind, I'm going to
give you some advice: if you don't want generation simply learned how to live in this cheap, vius to listen to Snoop and Dre, make them
less shiny. Give them lifetime achieve- carious world that you created.
ment Grammy awards, and then invite chip that makes him the greatest black with conditions of abject poverty or unevery gangsta rapper in the country to belt in the world. The karate robot goes restricted gun laws.
the next Republican convention. The to America to kill all of our auto workers,
As you theorize about my
precedent has already been set with Eazy but American scientists reprogram him. generation's short attention span and
E. The next step is to have Pete Townsend Now he kills drug dealers, politically fascination with violence, please refrain
produce Snoop and Dre's new album, It incorrect types, truants and homeless from taking the same moral high ground
could be a hip-hop version of Tommy •— people. Right before he kills someone he you did with your parents, Remember it
ain't nothin' but a def, dumb and blind says something clever like, "See ya/en- was not my generation that invented
kid thang babeee. Finally give Dre a spot chilada." Then make the movie into a shininess in order to sell soft drinks and
on the MacLaughlin group, next to that video game for Sega.
•
dandruff shampoos.
whiny geek they call Beetle. Before you
My generation simply learned how
Instead of killing people with guns,
know it, Dre and Snoop are as shiny as we will all startlearning karate. Thefinal to live in this cheap, vicarious world that
Hammer and Vanilla.
step in the scheme is to take a page from you created. Our rap music is cool beThe next move is to make your cul- religious history. Make the myth real, cause there is still something left undertural messages more appealing. As I see Run news stories about how the LA po- neath all of its shiny wrapping paper,
it, y ou'dlike my generation of slackers to lice department is turning its top cops precisely because you reject it. Cypress
have more respect for the police, work • into karate robots. It would be effective Hill raps, "Here is something you can't
harder, smoke less pot and stop calling at this point to run editorials expressing understand — how I could just kill a
women "bitches" and "hoes." Fair outrage at this dehumanizing practice. man." The truth is most of us can't
enough. First things first: fire everyone This will create the illusion that the po- •understand that, but at least we're listenresponsible for the "just say no" anti- lice officer turned karate robot is actually ing, which is much more than I can say
drug campaign. Hire George Clinton a revolutionary figure and capture the for you.
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Buildings Shut At Night; What Next? Curfew?
BY ANNEMARTE PEIL
Opinion Editor

The installation of card readers in certain
dorms. Let's consider a hypothetical
scenario. Suppose I'm walking back to
Early to bed and early to rise makes High Rise, after realizing for the umpa man healthy, wealthy and wise. Or so teenth time that the library is closed after
the proverb goes.
one o'clock.
However, there exists the strange
I'm walking along the lower long
genre known familiarly as "night owls" walk. I hear the clickety-click of
who are convinced that such convention someone's shoes behind me. Blood
is absurd. After all, there are hardly rushes quickly through my veins. I real-

[I]t has become obvious to Trinity students that the administration and trustees want us to become a bit more
tame. What better way to tame uSihan a curfew?
enough hours in the day to complete all
that a Trinity education demands.
As a liberal school and a liberal education, Trinity reminds us that not always is convention correct. Yet curiously, this convention is being imposed
upon us whether we like it or not.
I happen to prefer late hours to morning hours. And I've found, in my brief
(almost) two-year stay here, that Trinity
doesn't agree with me. I've seen some
trends which suggest some pretty nasty
things.
The first item that prevents me from
accomplishing all that I'd like to accomplish is the library's hours. Simply put,
they're restrictive. During peak hours,
the library is terribly noisy, and the resources which are needed for a class are
either in use or misshelved.
Mather now shuts down at three
o'clock. This I see as unfortunate, too, as
I found Mather to be an ideal "neutral"
location for study groups to meet— yes,
even at such late hours — so as not to
upset roommates with the noise. But
alas, that too is gone.
But what do I find most curious?

ize that from the fields the lower long
walk—with all of those bright lights and
people moving back and forth — must
look like one of those duck-shooting galleries in taverns and arcades.
I pick up the pace. So do the shoes
behind me. The intent of the person
behind me is quite clearly to stalk, perhaps mug me.
I consider stopping to hit the button
on one of those emergency boxes — you
know, those boxes with the bright blue
lights that look like once you depress the
button, loud sirens will wail, the light
will flash around, and the host of Double
Dare will come out to tell me that I've just
won a new Super Nintendo System. "Tell
her what other wonderful parting gifts
she's won..."
I do, quite honestly, wonder how
fast of a reaction time good old Campus
Safety would be to those boxes. Can you
imagine? She presses the button.
WHOOMP! Down on the ground, dazed
and confused. Campus Safety arrives, at
their leisure, and fills out more paperwork.
But let's suppose that I make it past

BY AMY STEPHENS

The Black Crowes are almost like a cover
band. Then what are new sounds? Rap
music is new, pioneering and changing,
and often music your parents wouldn't
listen to. Punk and Hardcore follow
these lines too. There are also groupslike
The Red Hot Chili Peppers or Rage
Against the Machine which combine old
sounds in new ways to form creative and
new music.
MTV, many radio stations, and culture in general seem to present Rod and
Clapton and such as part of current Rock
and Roll. I feel that the influence of these
musicians is a good thing—• but that is
exactly what their role should be: as an
influence. It is unquestionable that they
have produced excellent music, but it

Opinion Writer

My father's record collection consists of every RollingStone's album, several Rod Stewart albums, the majority of
the Beatles' contributions, The Allman
Brother's band, Janis Joplin, Cream,
Clapton,Hendrix, Dylan and the Dead. I
bet this is similar to your CD collection.
Maybe this is even how you defined an
inclusive Rock and Roll collection.
Doesn't it seem against the definition of
Rock and Roll that you and your father
have the same concepts of musical rebellion? Do you think your parents and
grandparents Esten to the same music?
The Baby Boom generation controls
our ears. We listen to their music. Music
which to them represented a newness of
thought, a change from the ideas of their
parents and a freedom from previous
limits. Does it represent this to us? Does
our generation have a musical equivalent? It does, we just can't find it.
It seems that our parents have found
the ultimate way to control rebellion —
rebellion meaning a pursuit of new
sounds and expanding the old. Let us
explore freedom and find new territory;
only letusdoitinthe safe context of their
previous rebellion. Resurrecting Rod
Stewart, Eric Clapton, and even reuniting the Beatles are symptoms of this control over what music our generation will
listen to.
There was a time when Rock and
Roll could be defined as music your parents wouldn't classify as music. This
doesn't hold true as a definition anymore. Dp we have an anthem of our
own?
. •' . .
Whatis new music today, or is there
a rebellion in music today? Most popular music -— even music that is not writtenby old rockers—sounds like it. Pearl
Jam, U2 and such that are supposedly
new are simply regurgitating old sounds.

the "mug-me" lights (in a sprint) all the
way back to High Rise. I still have that
infernal card reader to reconcile with.
Short of breath, I fumble through
my two coat pockets — no ID. Precious
seconds are ticking away. Somewhere,
in the depths of my Levi's pockets —
among various notes, small change, perhaps a little lint, and clusters of detergent
residue from the temperamental, coinmunching High Rise washing machines
— is my ID. I pull it out.
Unfortunately, as the SAGA doorgreeters have bent my ID in such a manner that it could flap its wings and probably take flight/ my card doesn't read. I
swipe it again frantically. On the third
try, it registers. Now to make my peace
with the elevators!
With all of the hype over the fraternities, it has become obvious to Trinity

say, two o'clock, and—voila! — curfew.
And in the next couple of years, they
could move the time up earlier and earlier, until we're all nestled in bed
promptly at ten o'clock.
If I had one more ounce of paranoia
circulating in my blood, I would think
that this was the way that Trinity is heading.
While I love and embrace new computer technology, I'm not certain that the
card readers are beneficial. If I was
pressed for time as in the scenario I outlined above, I think that the combination
locks would save precious seconds.
Besides, it is so much faster to recall
a series of numbers from my memory —
numbers which I've had to use every day
to gain access into my dorm, anyhow —
than to extract my ID from the depths of
one of my pockets and then hope and pray

[I]t is so much faster to recall a series of numbers from my
memory than to extract my ID from the depths of one of .
my pockets and then hope and pray that the computer
system is up and running.
students that the administration and
trustees want us to become a bit more
tame. What better way to tame us than a
curfew? Think how easy that would be
to implement! The library already closes
early; Mather now shuts down at three.
What reason, other than sinful activities,
would we have to want to leave our
dorms?
All that's left to be done is install
card readers in every dorm. With the
assistance of the card readers, lists can be
compiled of who was where and when.
Then, the next step would be to conveniently shut the card reader system off at

should be heard in the context of an
oldie, not current music.
A Beatles reunion would be the perfect example of this. The Beatles were a
talented, inventive, inspiring group —
in the sixties. It is unquestionable that
they were a major force in popular music
and culture. But are they still? Can they
still be a pioneering force or even just
enjoyable and interesting? Firstly, they
are missing John Lennon. It goes without saying that losing a key element is an
impedimentto group productivity. And
the recent musical endeavors of Paul
McCartney leave much to be desired. In

tfuit the computer system is up and running.

Sure, someone could stand there at the
door, trying all permutations of the lock,
but that would be 240 different combinations, which obviously takes a little time
to test.
The problem with either system, of
course, is that Trinity students are so
polite that they hold the door for each
other. In that regard, neither system is
adequate. But quite obviously, some
system has to be implemented. I think
that the cost of installing card readers is
far greater than any increased safety
measures that they might present.

fact he has lately reissued old hits recorded live which have sold better than
hisnew music. Ifeel thatthe legacy of the
Beatles should be as it is now only stronger.
They exist now as a past reference
source and as excellent dated entertainment. This strength comes from the influence of the Beatles in new music by
new groups with inventive approaches;
as opposed to rehashing in exact replica
or incomplete reunions. The legacy
would not be strengthened by an attempt to revive what should be left in
history.

THE SWEDISH PROGRAM
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden, with The Swedish.
Program at Stockholm
University. 8 Instruction
is in English. 1 Course
offerings are diverse,
for example: women
and equality, environmental policy, international
relations, Scandinavian
literature, European

history, public policy,
politics, health care, the
revolution in Eastern
Europe, economics,
film I Live with a
Swedish family or in
a university dormitory.
I Witness the dramatic
changes reshaping Europe
on our excursions to Berlin,
Budapest, and Prague.

, MgtW Campw Cwfrr
If you are unable to attend this meeting;, plesae contact your Study Abroad Advisor
The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York 13323
(315)859-4404
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Dean Cohn Named Funston Chair
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE

News Writer "~~
Dr. Jan Cohn, Dean of the
Faculty, recently received the
George Keith Funston chair in
American Literature and American Studies. The chair is named
for Mr. Funston, who was an
influential and prominent figure in the school's history.
Funston became the President of Trinity College during
the Second World War [194551]. Following his tenure as
President, he left to work at the
New York Stock Exchange.
Funston then became a Trustee
of the college and continued to
keep an eye on Trinity's
progress. Funston Hall (the
"quiet dorm") was named for
him.
Dean Cohn came to Trinity
in 1987, as the first female Dean
in one hundred and sixty four
years. Since her arrival at Trinity, Cohn has become an essential part of the Trinity community.
Dean Cohn arrived just as
the new curriculum including
distribution requirements and

New Nerd
The Security Blotter would like to announce a change. We
voted for change, we voted against Family Values and 1,000
points of light. We also voted in SGA elections three rimes. The
Blotter,K like all things, changes. E-i-C-JB will no longer be
writing the column. It has been passed off to ex-News Editor
extraordinaire, PM-PS (Production Manager, Paul Sullivan).
Adios Amigos. Snaab Owners Rejoice! Now, when you're
offended by the frisky Fords that were ruthlessly rendered
incomplete by idiotic imbeciles, call PM-PS (not FMS).

Portable Potted Plants
Botanical burglars besieged the Washington Room Friday
night. These felonious frolickers pilfered peaceful plants from
the area outside the entrance to Elmo's 70s bash. The criminals
were identified and made to return the scared shrubs to Mather.
The matter has been turned over to DOS-DW (Dean of Students— Dean Winer). ConnPIRG has not mounted any offensive against these petunia pilferers.
HtE PHOTO

Dean Cohn received the Funston Chair in American Literature
and American Studies.

Forlorned Ford

Summit Street sweepers have made a sophomore sorry.
"The structure of Joseph Heller's can American Studies Program,
She had her Tempo torn away from her by the twice daily
Catch-22," and "The Palace or Dean Cohn integrated them.
towing of cars parked on Summit. Unfortunately, the city of
the Poorhouse: The American
Dean Spencer remarked on
Hartford forgot where they placed this violating vehicle which
House as a Cultural Symbol." Conn's career at Trinity with
made the sad sophomore suffer separation anxiety for a week.
high esteem for her. "I've had
DCS-BK said "its an expensive and annoying proposithe pleasure of working with
tion," and he encourages people to park in the safer campus
In describing her feelings for Trinity, Dean
five Deans of Faculty in my controlled car lots. At this point, the owner just wants her car
Cohn stated, "Trinity is very intimate... you
twenty five years here at Trinback even if she has to pay the ridiculous storage fee. The moral
get to know the students, you get to know the ity. I do not think that anyone of the story is: parking plagiarists pay punitively.
has been more dedicatedtothe
faculty, not just those in your own departcollege, to the education we try
to provide and to the faculty/'
ment."
he said.
Dean Cohn is an extraordian effort to integrate knowledge, Cohn hopes to continue to reFerris was held hostage last Monday when nine no-goodnicks refused to leave Unit D. These belligerent basketballers
was being implemented. Colin search and publish after she reendeavored to assure that the tires from her position as the Cohn's career at Trin- refused to leave until their game was finished. The attendant on
duty was forced to call campus safety who also had no luck
new curriculum was imple- Dean of Faculty at the end of
mented in a manner which this year. She will continue tobe ity has been character- evicting these stalwart shooters. By tVxe time they finally left, it
would benefit both the faculty a' professor -of English and ized, by. hen avocafcion.had become an incident that was reported to ADrRH(Athletic
director— Rick Hafeltori) and DOS-DW. ite^Secimty Blotter
American Studies here at Trinand the student body.
of faculty research and wonders how close the score was for these haughty hoopsmen.
Cohn'scareeratTrinityhas ity.
In describing her feelings scholarship.
been characterized by her avocation of faculty research and for Trinity, Dean Colin stated,
scholarship. She encourages the "Trinity is very intimate... you
faculty to continue to research get to know the students, you nary woman who is dedicated
Rascally Rolodex robbers surreptitiously stole the back up
and publish, while realizing that get to know the faculty, not just to both the students and the facthose in your own department." ulty of Trinity.
list of students and faculty from Mather Front Desk. This
Trinity is a teaching college.
She will continue to be part
In an effort to benefit and
Rolodex had been used by students who wanted a quick
During her career, Dean
Cohn has published several improve both the American of the Trinity community as a numberif the computer was busy. Campus Safetyis on the look
out for this renegade receptionist. There is a rumor that this is
books and articles including Studies Program and the Afri- full time Professor.
MCI's first phase of a plan to break the hegemony of the AT&T
ACUS service. So, be on the lookout for a call from Candice
Bergen asking you to join an all-campus Friends and Family™
circle.
, ,
.
.

Terrorists at Ten

Filched File

SGA Election Results:
Vice President:
Liz Platt
Budget Committee:
Katherine Mitchell
Members At-Large:
Bethany Baran
Crossan Barnes
Cedric Barringer
Stephanc Bouvel
Allison Brailey
Aaron Burrows
Michael Conard
Rima Doshi
Dawn Fanchcr
Celia Heck
Christina Jackson

Stacy Metzler
Lisa Michelizza
Gillian Mueller
Masumi Nakamura
Adam Nay lor
John Redlcr
Julie Smith
Joseph Tranquillo
Geoffrey Zatkin
Mauri cio Zelaya

* Three votes were norded 1o become an nt-large member.
FditoT's Vote: Six of the ahuue at-larqe
ran as members ofTtw Fantasy Ciuikl, a stiulent cfroup.

Alleged Alarms
Cause Commotion
Two secluded shunts were pulled this week. Thursday
night the first floor fire alarm in Northam was pulled, and on
Saturday morning the alarm on the first floor of High Rise was
also yanked. The first floor flukes do not bother DCS-BK as
much as the danger to safety. Since they were intentional, the
floors will be dinged for damages.

Looted Lodgings
There were two room thefts this past week. Five dollars
and a credit card were stolen from a room in Little. Campus
Safety is in the process of tracking the credit card that was used
at a presently unidentified gas station,
Heavenly High Rise was also scandal struck, Skisandtwo
pairs of ski boots valued at a $1000 were stolen between
February 1st and 2nd. There are no suspects, and nothing has
been found. Campus Safety warns all students to lock their
doors if they go out for even a short time.
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Campus Safety Offices Move To 76 Vernon Street
continued from page 1

cuts down on the office's accessibility to students. The longer
walk makes it more difficult for
students to come down to the

others in the college from "the
highest levels." The process began last year, after the sexual
assault that occurred on Vernon
Street. Kelly feels that the office

The other drawback of the move to 76 Vernon
is that it cuts down on the office's accessibility to students. The longer walk makes it
more difficult for students to come down to
the office with their 'problems.
office with their problems.
However,Ma ther front deskhas
picked up a few functions of the
Security Office, for you can find
parking ticket protest forms and
party registration forms there.
Also, Kelly andhis officers make
an attempt to find their way over
to Mather "a few times a week,"
stopping by the Post Office or
eating in the Cave. Kelly notes
that there has been a recent increase in thenumber of students
coming down to the new office.
The decision to move was
made by Brian Kelly, along with

has moved to a more important
part of the Campus. Indeed, the
school is having "significant discussions with city officials" on
cutting down vehicular traffic
on Broad Street, or possibly closing it off, and if that were to
happen Security would be able
to adapt.
Brian Kelly feels that the
center of Campus is slowly shifting to Vernon Street. "I think if
you come back in five years
you'll find a different Vernon
Street." 76 Vernon also houses
the counseling center.

Caples Dies of Cancer
cantimtedfrom page T

project, Caplessalvaged important pieces of the building including a cast iron door to the
furnace.
Kirschbaum noted, "We
(Trinity) purchased a part of
that project. We're looking to

Eaffin '94, wrote, "There are
fewprofessors thatlhave come
into contact with that are as
excited about their student's
and their own works as professor Caples...she demanded
the best effort from each of her
students and attempted to il-

76 Vernon Street, the new home of Campus Safety.

KEUY corns

FINANCIAL

"...she (Caples) demanded the best effort^
abilities.
have it permanently installed,
in a new Studio Arts building
should it come to pass."
In a letter regarding Professor Caples, astudentMichael

licit this effort by nurturing
each students abilities/'
Jaqueline Caples will be
missed by the Trinity College
community.

0§ily fhe GE Classic iisiferCiird. @ffers ifudeufi
this uiequoled mmm @f benefils#
The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
' P choice far students looking for smart ways
. „
t o save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
APR you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR,
for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR. thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able t o pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

NO ANNUAL FEE!

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 o r more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee, Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.
.

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your fevorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues™** program, ypu'll enjoy savings of
up t o 40% on everything from CDs to travel.

The GE Ckassk MiSterCird. An ®iwmki
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
And get the financial aid every student needs.
•APR's shown as afl/[/91.9,9% variable APR applifts for the first 12 billing cycles; after that a variable APft; which as of I/I/94 was 16.9%, will apply to all existing and new balances. At any time, your rate
will mcrease to a variable APR, which as of I /1 /94 was | m
based on yoyr delinquency. A minimurit Finance Chacje of $.50 will apply at all times. A cash advance fee of 2-556 of the advance (minimum
$1 and maximum $20) will be charged for each cash advance. ,.
.
,
'
'
\
\
"COLLEGE MsrterValues« a product offered by. MasterCard wfifcfi is sob/ect to cnange and may be discontinued at any time; Certain terms and conditions appfy_.
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A Sobering Experience For Many Students:

The Tap Cafe Closed As Result Of Early Morning Fire
BYAMYMCGILL
News Editor

~~

A fire has closed The Tap, a
bar and restaurant located just
south of campus. At7:24AMon
Tuesday, February 1st, the fire
alarm sounded in the building.
According to Fire Inspector Edward Casares, the fire
started in the bar area in the
building. The cause of the fire
was an overheated cooler. The
fire was confined to the area
behind the bar, and the only
other damage was to the T.V.,
which melted.
The Tap Cafe was the only
part of the building at 217 New
Britain Avenue to be affected.

InspectorCasares stated thatthe
bar area will have to be redone.
However, he noted, there was
not much fire damage.
Seven fire units responded
to the call: 1 rescue unit, 3 engine companies, 2 ladder companies and a deputy chief, totaling 26 emergency personnel.

is frequented by many Trinity
College Students. It is located
just across the street from
Clements dormitory. The Tap
Cafe will be closed while repairs are made to the building.
Rumors flooded the campus that
The Tap will be closed for several weeks, but were unable to

According to Fire Inspector Edward Casares,
the fire started in the bar area in the building.
The cause of the fire was an overheated cooler.
Casares said this was a normal
response for a building fire.
According to Casares, no
one was injured by the fire.
The Tap Caf e i s a b ar which

be confirmed.
The Tripod attempted to contact the owner of The Tap, but
was unsuccessful in obtaining a
statement.

NEH Fellowships Awarded
continued from page 1
sor of Fine Arts. He noted the
the fellowship was given for rari ty of receiving NEH Fellowher project. Curran is writing ships, "there are usually two per
a book on the revival of Get- state,,,two per hallway is pretty
manRuiidbogenstill (the style surprising,,, we're lucky in that
of round arched Romanesque way."
brick that was used inthel830s
Professor FitzGerald willbe
and '40s in the area of Munich on sabbaticalforthe 1994-1995
and Berlin, Germany) and its academic year working on his
influence^ in" England and project, "Nazi Esthetes: Loot;
America."' '
' "'" • ing of Art in France."
In the boob Curran ex-,
The. project comes directly
plores the reasons why the out oi a book he is just finishing
style was revived using spe- titled, Development ofArt Market
cific personalities and evalu- 1900-1939. The book will be

FitzGerald will travel to
New York City, Washington
D.C., Los Angeles, France and
London,
Professor FitzGerald received a smaller grant from
the NEH a few years ago. Before coming to Trinity, Dr,
FitzGerald worked at
Christie's in New York City
and Taught at Columbia University, This is his sixth year
at Trinity College.
Professor Alden R, Gordon, Professor of Fine Arts
and Chairman of the Art Hisar6 in fact very proud of Prof. Curran tory Department, commented
the success of Trimly Facand Prof. FitzGerald and it's a great feather on
ulty, "We are in fact very
in the cap of the Art Histom-progx^m.tq . .^ > proud of Prof. Curran and

Alden R. Gordon,
Chairman Art History Department

KELLY C O W S

Trinity Offers Defense Classes
sion is right for all women."
Realizing there are times when
compliance is the best answer,
On January 26, 27, and 28, R.A.D. hopes to teach methods
Campus Safety sponsored a self of resistance. One student comdefense class for wornen called mented, "The R.A.D. class gave
Rape Aggression Defense me options. I feel in control for
(R.A.D.). The class spanned all the first time; like I can fight
three days, meeting for three back."
hours each day. Two Campus
Officers Kula and Luby
Safety officers, Phil Luby and werepleased with the firstclass.
BYLIZPLATT
News Writer

Art History program to have
two NEH fellowships in one
year. Considering that there
are {approximately] one hundred given in the country,
Trinity won three.,, and of
that, two were in the Art History Department."
Gordon
continued,
"NEH grants are about the

atingthecultural,politicaland published at theend of this year.
FitzGerald's project exphilosophical issues of the
time. Ail example of the style plores the Nazi occupation in
is the Smithsonian Institution France and what the Nazi's did
(castle). It was used in every with the art they confiscated
building type: schools from Jewish people. He noted,
churches, railroad stations, et
cetera.
Before receiving this fellowship, Curran
There is a traveling stipend that is part of the fellow- received a summer Fellowship from the
ship. Curran will use this to NEH. Curran began her career at Trinity
travel to Europe visiting London,MunichandBerlinwhere
fOUT yeOTS agO.
l
she will do last minute work
"(it is a) personal matter the most prestigious in the counand photography.
Before receiving this fel- way they seized it.,, taking it try. It continues a tradition of
lowship, Cutran received a from Jewish citizens, declared success for members of this desummer Fellowship from the nonpersoiis,..sad tales,many of partment who have gotten outNEH, Curran began her ca- theniwereextrernelyprominent side grants and funding over
reer at Trinity four years ago, citizens of the country, most the years. We think this leads
Professor FitzGerald, like prominent dealers were also to better teaching for the undergraduates."
Curran, is an AssistantProfes- Jewish,"

Tripod Meetings;
The Trinity Tripod meets Tuesdays at 9 PM
in The Tripod office in the basement of Jackson.
Please note the change in meeting time.
Because of Reading Week,
there will not be meetings on
February 15th and 22nd.
Thank You.

The Tap Cafe caught on fire early Tuesday morning.

KATHER1NE MITCHELL
Students learn about rape defense.
Michael Kula, who are certified Kula's intention in teaching the
R.A.D. instructors, lead the class. class was "...to give women the
Two participants attended the skills to rely on themselves
rather than other objects or
first meeting.
The sessions were adver- people." Luby had a similar
tised through an all campus desire "...to help empower
mailing. The timing of the ses- women in their effort to cut
sions may have contributed to down on sexual assault in general." He continued," I'm very
the low attendance.
The R.A.D. course offers a proud to be part of Trinity's,
different approach to women's and Campus Safety's, part in
safety. The first session covered this endeavor for self defense
background information in- for women." The class will be
cluding discussions about rape offered several times, and at least
and other safety concerns once before the end of this sewomen might have. In the sec- mester.
Evelyn Hall '96 said that
ond session the participants
learned practical defensive tech- the course was a "totally worthniques. They practiced them while experience. Irecommend
with the instructors and received it to all women."
Brian Kelly, Director of
valuable one-on-one feedback,
The highlight of the course Campus Safety, was excited
was the final session when the about offering another safety
students participated in a simu- program for female members of
lated attack with an instructor. the Trinity community and is
This gave the students the op- looking forward to an increase
portunity to see that they can inattendance for the next R.A.D.
course. As Officer Larry
successfully resist an attack.
The R.A.D. system empha- Berterinisaid/'Irhinkweshould
sizes empowering women. The all be involved. Isn't it [sexual
manual says that "no one deci- assault] everybody'sproblem?"

METRO-HARTFORD
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Blind Dateis Find Oasis Diner Nostalgic And To Their Liking
did not know this as they left the
Cave at 7:00 and were probably
a little unsure about the prosWell, another,week, an- pect of reviewing a diner. To
other blind date restaurant re- say the very least, our reviewers
view. This week, however, was were mildly surprised to find
different in that the date was out that antacids would not be
truly "blind'Aas our two restau- necessary to top off their meal.
rant reviewers did not know So without further ado, let us
each other. Imagine that — on see exactly what Ash and Alexa
a campus as small as ours!! The thought of the Oasis.
two reviewers, senior Ash
Ash: We started with the
Altschuler and junior Alexa basic appetizers: spicy buffalo
Yablonski, were dispatched to wings and a basket of onion
the OasiSa, a diner-like restau- rings. The buffalo wings had a
rant onFarmington Avenue that wonderful twangyzip to them
Series-a wide variety of food. and the traditj,{}Hal bleu cheese
However, as the reader shall dipping sauce complemented
soon see — the Oasis is by no them well. The onion rings were
means justany ordinary greasy- obviously hand made on the
spoon eatery that has one reach- premises and were very tasty.
ing for the Rolaids after the gas- Unlike the View's rings, these
tronomic foray. Ash and Alexa were not overly greasy. I defi-

boxes and waitresses in short
skirts. It was a lively atmosphere. I was surprised how
crowded it was on a Thursday
night, but the service was pleasant and on-time.
Ash: It was a perfect blind
date
although we had
"It was a perfect blind date because although neverbecause
known each other, we still
shared many common interests.
we had never known each other, we still
Thus, the conversation never
shared many common interests." Ash
ceased and we talked about our
experiences stiidying abroad,
Altschuler
our vacation travels,' a'nd of
broccoli, artichoke hearts, and | The onion rings were drenched course, the' infamous Greek isparmesan cheese. It had a very in a unique herb batter that was sue at Trinity. Also, we'talked
robust flavor and the pasta was fried and very good. They'were about some of my recent expericooked al dente — just how I different than the typical greasy ences at the casino at Ledyard.
like it. The bottle of chardonay onion rings served at diners, Unfortunately, I could not boast
about my winnings! We got
we had went along with the cafeterias, etcetera.
pasta very nicely. Alt of the
For my main course, I had along very well from start to
portions were large and it was chicken pot pie — something I finish and I greatly enjoyed
impossible to finish everything. haven't eaten for a long time. I Alexa's company. I highly recwas surprised at how good it ommend Trinity students to take
was. The biscuit that topped the advantage of such a rare opporchickenstew was flaky, buttery, tunity. It was the perfect way to
and "mmm" good. The Oasis is meet someone new and internot a mere diner dive — it is esting over a wonderful meal.
upscale and the quality of food Also, you just couldn't beat the
price!
shows this.
Ash: The service was fast
Alexa: I had never met Ash
and pleasant, Unfortunately before but he turned out to be a
however, I had originally or- very positive and talkative dindered the special fish of the day ner mate, We chatted about nubut they had run out. Also, I merous things ranging from the
ordered blackened chicken with typical Trinity debate over the
my pasta but someone forgot to frats to Las Vegas and gambling
include it. Oh well, my meal rings in Jarvis. All in all, it was
was tasty anyway. The diner- an enjoyable evening.
style ambience was a unique
Well that's that, and there
twist considering that many of was nothing we could do about
the dishes they served had a it. Both Ash and Alexa enjoyed
gourmet flare to them. The place the food and each other's comwas rather busy and itappeared pany, which makes three sucthat they catered to a diverse cessful blind dates in a row.
crowd.
Indeed, the Oasis turned out to
Alexa: The Oasis was a be the perfect setting for this or
pseudo-diner — an homage to any blind date for Trinity stuKATHERINE MITCHELL
Ash Altschuler and Alexa Yablonski greet each other just prior to leaving
the Fifties and its culture of juke dents.
for the Oasis Diner last week.
BYJAYSAR2EN

Metro-Hartford Editor

nitely would recommend this
duo for starters; that is, if you
enjoy the basics.
Then the entrees came. I
had the fusilli with fresh tomatoes, roasted red peppers, fresh

Alexa: As Ash stated, we
started off with the two appetizers — spicy buffalo wings and
onion rings; both damn tasty.
The chicken wings were very
tangy and just plain good eats.

Apply to .Bectme a Tripod

Class Gift
Committee
Join us for.
• An open meeting this Sunday,
February 13th in Rittenberg at
7:30pm.
• Telethon on Tuesday, February 15th
' in the Development Office at
9:00pm.
For more Information contact Stephine Cope
(x. 3265) or Michael "Coyd" Kurdziel.

Date Cesteurant
Name
EO.Box
Extension
Class Year.
Male
Female__
RETURN TO BOX 1310,
C/O METRO-HARTFORD.
Participants will be responsible for the following:
Providing their own transportation (one of the two must drive).
Paying the bill, saving the receipt (with tax and tip included), and giving the receipt to us.
Reporting on the meal via one-page questionnaire, given at time of departure.

I

Diners will meet in the Cave on the prescribed Wednesday night for a photo, prior to leaving, n
Diners will meet at the prescribed time (usually between 6 and 7pm).
•
Diners will return the receipt and the questionnaires to us via the Metro-Hartford envelope •
I
on the Tripod Office door in the basement of Jackson by the Thursday (day after)
afternoon after the meal.
I
We will reimburse the participants up to $40 for the meal, as long as the receipt and
questionnaires are returned promptly.
.
:
We are responsible for choosing the establishment. ..
'
Suggestions are, however, accepted.
'"''•'':
'

I
1
I

s
I

,J
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State Legislators Prepare For Upcoming Session At Capitol
BY JOHN PRENDERG AST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer
Well kids, the legislature downtown
hasn't even begun yet, and already the
halls are full of lobbyists. The State Representatives and Senators are already asking the Channel 3 reporters, "How's my
hair look?" And the phones I hear at the
Democratic Leadership office are ringing all day long with pressures, concerns, desires, complaints, questions, and
the occasional brilliant legislative suggestion like, "Can we tear down the capital and start over? Will that get rid of
Weicker?".
For the last week, there have been
numerous public hearings and meetings
of all committees of the legislature.
Though most of these are for the State
Representative and Senators to get a better idea of what the public wants to see
from them in the upcoming "short session" (merely three months instead of
the normal five) of the legislature, many
have been held to make a political statement. Apparently, several of the big
pieces of legislation that were passed last
term (the major package of workers' compensation reform is a good example) have
been deemed unpopular by many of the
state's powerful political players, both in
the Legislative Office Building and outside it as well. A week ago, the Labor
Committee met to hear arguments from
all sides as to whether to reconsider the
large package of workers' compensation
that was passed last year, Most of the
labor contingent there spoke at length of
the damaging effects this legislation has
had on the workers' ability to collect
benefits in cases of accident and injury.
Business, meanwhile, wants to keep the
matter closed, mainly because the package that was passed in the past session

gave them some relief from workers'
compensation lawsuits. It will be interesting to see if labor unions and their
allies in the LOB can force the workers'
comp issue open again, or if business
will prevail in letting last year's reform
stand. I'll let you know what I find out.
Many ideas have already been proposed for this year, by both the Governor
and the legislators. In last week's Capitol
Focus, Jay talked about Governor
Weicker's plan to crack down on public
handgun useandpurchasingability. That
idea is only a piece of the big crime
package thatwillbeconsidered this term.
Reportedly, everything is up for reconsideration, and the package is supposed
to reform the system of law enforcement
to the extent that the workers' compensation package reformed that area of
business last year. One piece of the crime
package that has already been offered is
a "three strikes and you're out" law for
stiffer sentencing of "three-peat" violent
offenders. Those who are in support of
this legislation say it is only an extension
of current Connecticut law, and it will
simply help the state enforce existing
legislation. However, the legislation does
not come without a price; undoubtedly,
this law will mean construction of more
prisons and more money needed by the
Department of Corrections to lock the
offenders up for the rest of their days.
And that will certainly mean higher taxes
for all Connecticut residents. While crime
is a persistent problem in Connecticut,
one can't help but wonder if there is a
better solution to the problem than locking people up and throwing away the
key.

the Department of Commerce), providing emergency funding for towns that
have run out of money for snow removal,
and making the Department of Revenue
Services (the state tax department) more
"user friendly." Personally, I find the
idea of a "user friendly" tax collection

department to be one of the bigger
oxymorons going; perhaps only second
to Civil War.
Anyway, that's it for the first week.
I'll be back nextweekwithareporton the
opening of the legislature complete with
details on all the backroom deals.

Other pieces of legislation introduced this week were the creation of
separate Departmentof Tourism(removing the responsibility of tourism from

The Siaie Capiio! is where John JrVendergasi often finds
himself during the week.

Blink Mildly Pleases Twosome
BYBETHFENWICK&
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics

SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Grumpy Old Men
Ace Ventura
I'll Do Anything
Schindler'sList
Philadelphia
Intersection
In the Name of the Father
Mrs. Doubtfire
Blink
My Father the Hero
House Party 3
Gunmen .
.

5:15
7:35 & 9:45
7:05 & 9:35
8:00
7:25 &9:50
7:40 & 10:05
7:00 & 9:30
7:10 & 9:40
7:30 & 9:55
7:15 & 9:20
7:50 & 10:00
7:20,7:4:0,9:25 &9:50

Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (SUver Lane)

568-8810

At The Movies

ThemovieatFour Corners this week
is "Blink," a thrilling movie starring
Madeleine Stowe and Aiden Quinn,
"Blink" succeeds as a suspenseful
thriller as it keeps its audience on the
edge; however, it nears failure in regards
to its characters. Madeleine Stowe and
Aiden Quinn were forced to play roles
that shadow their p otential,
Madeleine Stowe plays Emma
Brodie, a strong-willed, blind violinist in
anlrishrockband. Brodiehasbeenblind
since age eight when she was abused by
her mother, and now at age 25 she receives a transplant. These new eyes result in less than perfect eyesight — they
can see, but she is not seeing. The eyes
witness a murderer, but Emma is far
from the eyewitness the police need to
make an arrest. Her credibility is questionable as the reality of her vision becomes more disreputable each day, and
her own confidence of what she's seen
fluctuates.
Aiden Quinn is present from the
initial minutesofrhefilrn,whenhedances
and strips in front of this sexy violinist
who's playing at a bar. Of course, the
actual connection between Emma and
the inebriated detective in the film is not
realized until a few scenes later. Emma
enters a police station to report what she
witnessed the night before. Quinn, as
detective John Hallstrom, the only policeman who is interested in Emma's
story. Unfortunately, Hallstrom's trust
in the proof Emma's mind holds is
unassimilated by his colleagues, who
believe Hallstrom's sexual desires are
leading him astray.

The plot thickens, but the audience
may be a little uneasy with its progression. The story is there, but something is
missing. I would give it a yellow light;
for those who are fanatical about suspenseful films go ahead, slide through
and see it, but for the more cautious and
less intense, wait.
Blink is your average thriller. It has
all the elements of suspense and excitement, but it lacks the genuineness of a
true drama film. Parts of the plot are
very predictable and others are so inappropriate that they are shock. Quinn and.
Stowe do a credible job at playing the
part of two very weak, Underdeveloped
characters. My partner is correct in saying that these roles shadow their potential. And in this way, the movie is grade
B, second rate, your run of the mill flick;
in; other words: nothing special.
But before I continue to tell you that
I felt like I wasted an afternoon seeing it,
I must include that I was scared to death.
There were times when I wanted to just
hide under my coat and wait for those
parts to end. If that is what you are
looking for in a movie I say, "head out
the door now, you will not be let down."
This is obviously where the producer
shines. The ambience of the film is incredible. One thing that adds to this is
the back ground music. Chris Newman,
who also did "The Exorcist" and "Silence
of the Lambs/' is back again to really put
the audience on the edge of their seats.
And with the music, the flashbacks to
different scenes or past experiences enhance the aura of terror. Wow, what a
thriller. If this is what you are looking
for, I give it a green light. However,
personally,I give it a solid yellow. Thrillers are not my favorite and the story line
is weak.

ARTS
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Heart Of A Dog Exposes Universal Truths For Society
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor

The Austin Arts Center continued to build its already burgeoning reputation as an eclectic and steady cultural force in
Hartford with the latest installment of its Center Artists Series.
Last Friday and Saturday, the
Austin Arts Center presented
two specially commissioned
performances of Heart of a Dog,
a one-act opera based on the
Russian novella by Mikhail
Bulgakov.
This event - only the second production ever of this
work-in-progress - drew from
both local and regional talents:
the Boston Musica Viva, a professional music ensemble hailing from Massachusetts, and
Fred Pfeil, Associate Professor
of English at Trinity College.
Boston Musica Viva, established in 1969, was the first professional ensemble for twentieth-century mus ic in Massachusetts. Featuring a seven-musician chamber ensemble and
showcasing new works from
American composers, the Boston Musica Viva is a prestigious
troupe which has garnered critical and international success.
Fred Pfeil is the librettist
for Heart ofa Dog. He is a writer,
reviewer, and essayist, as well
as a distinct personality on campus. He teaches fiction, literature, film, and pop culture at
Trinity - elements which all

Enter Dr. Preobrazhensky
gram notes. The context is still
Moscow, the proletariat, and the (Michael Dash), a mad doctor
ambiguous portents of revolu- who has gotten rich exploiting
tion, but it is now viewed "dogs" like Sharik, and Dr.
through an American, pop-cul- Bormenthal (Jami Rogers), who
tured, post-modernist kaleido- adores Preobrazhensky's genius
scope. Heart of a Dog has a lot of and deplores his tendency to
plates to keep spinning in its "[waste] his talents on the
people." Sharik is to be the subseventy-five minutes.
For the most part, however, ject of their next experiment - a
the opera honors its myriad re- transformation from dog to man.
The rest of the cast includes
sponsibilities, while also remaining true to the spirit of Bulgakov Fenya (Dan Sullivan), a digni(best known for The Master and fied and obsequious servant of
Margarita, a novel that is consid- the bourgeoisie, made up in
ered to be his masterpiece). His clown-face; and Shvonder
spirit, in a nutshell? That of (Rockland Osgood), a revolufable, and the moment-to-mo- tionary servant of the people
ment reality which is con- who champions their cause and
structed and traced throughout. condemns the decadent doctor.
This ideal requires that the auThe opera highlights the
dience follow and accept the rise and fall of Sharik. When
fable's swings across the spec- Sharik becomes a man, he is
trum from reality to fantasy, deemed Polygraph Sharikov.
grotesque to sublime, slapstick His Frankenstein imagery - arms
to drama, and dog to man. Be- outstretched,
intoning
cause of the fable's constant bal- dip thongs - is a clever allusion
ancing act, its "surreal lurches" to the literary and the cinematic
may not settle well with some myth. Alas, the players soon
audiences. Heart of a Dog is discover that they can teach a
definitely not for everyone.
dog to stand on two legs, but
The set design, in all its ex- that it is still a dog. The Franpressionistic glory, foreshadows kenstein myth serves as a genthe "fabled" experience. Sharp- eral blueprint: dog becomes
angled, crooked house facades man; dog as man is allowed to
and abstract furniture sparsely escape by the sympathetic Dr.
dot the stage, fronted by a scrim Bormenthal; dog-man becomes
curtain with graffiti scrawled innundated with pop culture;
across it: "Is Rejuvenation Pos- dog-man tries to destroy its
sible?" The ideological analogy maker and fails, and man bemade ("rejuvenation" with comes dog once again. The epi-

This ideal requires that the audience follow

Heart of a Dog, written by trum from reality to fantasy, grotesque to
J
J
'
V &
sublime, slapstick* to drama,
and dog1 to man.

Bulgakov in 1925, is a shrewd,
subversive novella which
chronicles the transformation of
a "dog" into a "man" and back
again. Bulgakov's satiric narrative is a complex amalgam of
ideology, comedy, the absurd,
the grotesque, and the everyday. The staged version of
Bulgakov's text "plays around
with themes of power, freedom,
identity and desire" while also
bringing "the Frankenstein
myth up to date and up to
speed," according to the pro-

"revolution") is not lost upon
the audience. The opera begins
with the canine protagonist,
Sharik (Michael Willson). Sharik
is a down-on-his-luck dog (read:
Everyman, Everywoman, you,
and me) who points out to the
audience what life was like before the revolution and what it
is like now; in short, "the old
snif fing,barking" salad days are
"history."

sodes that are showcased represent the moment-to-moment
reality in varying degrees of
success upon the stage.
Memorable scenes include
a dinner at Preobrazhensky's
house which, in his eyes, is a
disaster because "the wine is too
fruity." Pressing on regardless,
the Doctors, Sharik, and Fenya
harmonize (or howl) to absurd,
sublime, and humorous results.

Another comical sequence is
when Sharik is "fixed." In the
name of science and progress armed with hammer, sickle, and
the Vitruvian man as a reference - the Doctors replace the
dog'sbrain, testes,andpituitary
gland with that of a man. This

do not seem to be exaggerated
or brash enough - the costuming of the Doctors, for example,
is primarily realistic, as is
Sharik's clothing when he is
brainwashed by popular culture. Popular culture personified in fashion needs to be gar-

His Frankenstein imagery - arms outsretched,
intoning dipthongs - is a clever allusion to
the literary myth... Alas, the players soon
discover that they can teach a dog to stand on
two legs, but that it is still a dog.
operation is riddled with sight
gags, and also musically tinged
with apocalyptic dread.
Scenes which are more serious often work against the conventions of the theater. At one
point in the opera, Shvonder
entreats the people to demand
justice for the good Doctor 's
atrocities. His appeals are directly to the audience - his comrades - who, as bystanders, are
powerless to do anything. The
acknowledgement of this opera
as fiction perpetuates the apathy on stage which ultimately
dooms the society. Another effective crumbling of the "fourth
wall" is when Shvonder, a
beaten and penniless victim of
the triumphant bourgeois ,
emerges from the rear of the
theater and asks the audience
members to help a "revolutionary fallen on hard times." His
behavior and intimacy unsettles
the audience, not allowing them
, to sit back and vie w Heart solely
as entertainment.
Scenes which do not work
as well do not go far enough
towards each extreme pole of
the tragi-comic scope. These
failings are found in the stylized
staging of Heart of a Dog. For
example, Fenya is in clown face
- yet his actions and reactions to
the "surreal lurches" he witnesses do not exploit this physicality. His face is riot expressive
enough, and his movements are
not "clown" enough, to warrant
the makeup choice.
Other artistic choices also

ish to the point of cliche, so that
it doesn't look timeless or neutral. Middle of the road in this
form of theater is an eyesore.
The performances of the
players are solid, especially for
this stylized absurdity. Willson
as Sharik is convincingly canine
and sympathetic. His role as
Polygraph Sharikov (dog-man),
a verbal pastiche of the cesspool
of popular American catch
phrases, is amusing, save for his
bastardized and softcore "rap."
Musically, it is not nearly as
scathing or biting as anything
performed by Ice Cube or Cypress Hill. Osgood's Shvonder
is sharp as the revolutionary, in
both acting and voice, Dash's
baritone as the cold doctor was
pinched, lost in the live music
and percussion, while Rogers
(Bormenthal) was strong in
voice and served the piece well.
The live eight-piece chamber music, conducted by Richard Pittman, sounded wonderful in Goodwin Theater.
The play's resolution sees
Sharik as dog once more - although not half the dog he used
to be. The act of transformation,
or revolution, is left ambiguous
inits benefits and consequences.
As the mad doctor himself
states, "science cannot make a
beast human.,, not, that is, and
make it last." This sobering condemnation of the society - not
solely Heart of a Dog's Moscow,
but pf Hartford, or the global
village that is our Trinity - is a
universal truth.

Paula Lathrop To Read For State Poetry Circuit
BY EVAN L.Z ALL
Arts Editor

a wide variety of poets, as well
as "various unending jobs, primarily physical, that freed my
Paula Lathrop IDP-'95 has head to wander."
alwaysbeenapoet. This is nothMonique Ethier-Yates,
ing she has striven for, nothing fromWesternConnecticutState
thathasbeen imposed upon her. University will also be on the
When she was young, the words tour. She is a junior majoring in
came as naturally as they come English, and has worked as a
to her today. The difference lies copywriter and a translator in
in her ability to recognize their Canada. In 1993 she won the
Barbara Winder Creative Award
value.
Mrs. Lathrop has been se- atWCSU.
lected as the finest student poet
David Greenberg, from
at Trinity College this year, in Lawrenceville, New Jersey, is a
honor of the annual Connecti- senior from Yale University
cut Poetry Circuit. Each fall, along on the tour. He has refive students are chosen from cently been involved with teachcolleges in Connecticut to tour ing GED classes at a homeless
the state, stopping at a possible shelter in New Haven.
ten different schools. Lathrop
Margaret Nelson, an Enwill represent Trinity in the tour glish major at Wesleyan Unibeginning this month, and pos- versity, completes the tour, She
sibly running into April. She hails from Mill Valley, Califorwill be accompanied by Jack nia, and has been awarded an
Brown, a junior majoring in Annie Sonnenblick grant, won
drawing at the Hartford Art an honorable mention for the
• Schoolofthe University of Hart- Reed Prize in poetry, and won a
ford. HeisoriginallyfromNew- Horgan prize for non-fiction, all
port, Rhode Island, and he de- at Wesleyan.
scribes himself as influenced by
Paula Lathrop, an IDP stu-

dent at Trinity, was born in
Adams, Massachusetts, but
was quickly moved into a Connecticut orphanage. From there,
she was placed in a foster home
in Manchester, where she spent

Tenses, she writes, "A poet needs
tobe strong enough to live in the
unprotected openness, but not
so strong that the heart enters
what the Russian poet
Akmatova called 'the icy calm

"A poet needs to be strong enough to live in
the unprotected openness, but not so strong
that the heart enters what the Russian poet
Akmatova called 'the icy calm of unloving.'"
her childhood. She was married
soon after high school, and has
raised two children, a son attending a private school outside
of Boston, and a daughter at
graduate school at Cornell University.
She refers to this past*of
hers as a "traumatic" upbringing, and says that she has "a lot
of strength from the trauma of
[her] childhood." The effect of
this strength on her poetry is
quite noticeable, and Lathrop
points to poet Tess Gallagher
for the explanation.
In
Gallagher's book, A Concert of

of unloving.'"
This says much about the
origins of Lathrop's work. She
is a firm believer in the strength
of spirituality, and says that this
spirit is what has kept her from
that "icy calm:"
"I think in our society it's
real easy to forget our spiritual
selves."
Growing up alone was difficult, according to Lathrop, but
she found solace in her verses.
These were not articulate works,
as yet, but merely sing-songs, or
jingles, that she made up to
amuse herself. It was not until

her junior year in high school
that Lathrop actually began to
write.
"There is a point in the spiritual life when you find you have
a gift," the poet explains. "Poetry is a gift you can share with
others...without sharing it, it
becomes lost."
Lathrop's most valuable
experience as a poet occurred
when she spent two weeks at a
"writers' camp." Confined for
two weeks with only other authors, she was practically forced
into getting close with the other
participants. This proved to be
an invaluable experience,
By knowing authors themselves, she says that their voices
made the "words come alive,"
and from this day, whenever
she reads one of her comrade's
pieces, she can hear their voices
turning the page to life.
The Trinity "leg" of the
Connecticut Poetry Circuit will
take place on Tuesday, February 15 at 8 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge. A reception will follow.
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Gulltxp...
Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amongst
the towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies true
entertainment for those seeking something a little beyond the
ordinary.

"Rainbow Soundrt
Six noted women writers will read from their work in Trinity
College's annual "Rainbow Sound: Women Read at Trinity College" series. The readings will be performed in the Austin Arts
center's Goodwin Theater at no charge, and a book signing and
reception will follow each reading.
This Wednesday, February 9, will mark the opening of the
series with performances by Honor Moore and Dionne Brand.
Moore's work is multi-faceted, ranging from poetry to biographies to plays. Her script "mourning Pictures" was produced on
Broadway, and her poems have been anthologized and published
in several literary magazines. Brand, a black lesbian writer, has
authored six books of poetry and directed such documentaries as
"Sisters in the Struggle."
The readings will begin at 8 p.m.

Lectures
This week, February 8 through February 15, Trinity College
offers several lectures about very different themes. At 4 p.m., on
February 9, in Hamlin Hall, Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, the John J.
McCook Professor of Modern Languages at Trinity will head a
talk entitled "Echoes from Babel: Some Renaissance Views of
Language."
Also on February 9, at 4:30, Warren Blumenfeld, editor of
"Homophobia: How We All Pay The Price" and co-author of
"Looking at Gay and Lesbian Life," will lead a talk also titled
"Homophobia: How We All Pay the Price."
Blumenfeld is also the founder and first director of the
National Gay Student Center, co-producer of the documentary
film on homophobia, "Pink Triangles," and a senior editor of the
Bos ton Reader. The talk will be held in McCook Auditorium, with
a reception and book-signing to follow at Gallows Hill Bookstore.
On Sunday, February 13, a panel discussion on life in the
work force will be held with Trinity Alumni Brian Chisholm,
Quanti Davis, Shonda Gibson, Pam Richmond and Shawn
Wooden. This is a Black History Month event, and begins at 3 p.m.
in Hamlin Hall.
On Monday, February 14, Herman Beavers, assistant professor of English at the University of Pennsylvania, will give a talk
entitled "A Credit to His Race: Shame and Identity in AfricanAmerican Masculinity." This is also a Black History Month event,
and begins at 4 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather Hall.
Admission to all lectures is free.

Kodo Drummers
The Kodo drummers will make their way to the University of
Connecticut Tuesday, February 8 at 8 p.m. The Guardian in
London writes that theirs is a "pulsating world of rhythm," where
audiences are enthralled by "an exhilarating revelation of emotional and spiritual power."
The performers not only use traditional drumming on stage,
but also employ dance, mime, and a variety of other instruments
including the shamisen, bamboo xylophone, gong, bamboo flute
and wooden clacker. The most majestic, though, is the "o-daiko,"
a 900 pound, decorated instrument carved from the trunk of a
single tree and played by two musicians.
The Spectator of Toronto says that "Kodo is more than a few
near-naked men wailing the daylights out of some cowhide., .once
experienced, Kodo cannot be forgotten."
See Kodo at UConn's Jorgensen Auditorium tonight a 18 p.m.
Tickets are $14, $12, and $10 with discounts available for students
and senior citizens.
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Poet Steinman Reads
BY EVAN L. ZALL
Arts Editor

Lisa Steinman is laughing
with an old friend. They are
sharing a few memories, and
she is telling him of the inspiration of one of her poems.
"I thought of you when I
read that," says her friend.
This is not anything out of
the ordinary. Steinman's poetry finds its success not only in
the beauty of her language, but
also in the universality of her
themes and the down to earth,
modern nature of the writing.
Steinman was hired by
Trinity College to read last
Thursday, possibly in honor of
her most recent triumph, the
poetry collection entitled A Book
of Other Days, which marks her
third successful publication as a
poet.
In all three of these books,
Steinman addresses the same
themes, though they are more
readily recognizable in her later
works. She writes of our significance; of the place of people in a
larger whole. She writes about
family, about homes, about
homelessness.
She has gained these ideas
through the course of her life,
she wants to portray a sort of
"rooted sense about how we
make a place for ourselves," she

Lisa Steinman read last Thursday in the Faculty Club. FILEPH0TO
pen could be used in a profes- Soon, though, she realized that
her talents for poetry were, in
sional sense.
Her college professor said fact, not just to be used for her.
that there is "nothing you can't
At first, "it's between you
do in poetry," and this seems to and the page," Steinman says.
"At a certain point, it's something
you want to offer people."
As a child, she used poetry to help her
She found styles and techthrough the loneliness of life as an only child
niques that influenced her
rooted in the works o£ other
in a rural area. "I guess some kids would've poets.
In every piece, she says,
climbed trees/' she observes, chuckling...
she can find aspects that "give
[her] goals." By meeting other
explains.
have had a big influence over poets, she was also inspired to
Steinman was raised in Steinman.
take her work more seriously,
Storrs, Connecticut, and
As, a child, she used poetry
"Imetpoetswhowere...still
schooled at Cornell University to help her through the loneli- alive," she jokes, s aying that this
in New York, where she earned ness of life as an only child in a drove her to realize the modern
a Master of Fine Arts degree.
rural area. "I guess some kids acceptance of poetry.
She finds that she was al- would've climbed trees," she
Now, Steinman writes her
ways a reader, and then always observes, chuckling.
poems fairly regularly, and
a writer, but it wasn't until colBut not Lisa Steinman. For teaches poetry at Reed College
lege that she discovered thather her, it was always the verse. in Oregon.

Cooneetkiit
Student
Poetry
Cismiit
Readings at

Auditions at B.U.
The Boston University Tanglewood Institute and the
Boston University School for teh Arts has announced its regional
audition tour for the 1994 summer season and fall semester.
Boston Auditions will be held on Friday, February 25 from 4 to 10
p.m. and Saturday the 26 from.9 a.m. to 8p.m, at Boston University
for the Arts, 855 Commonwealth Ave. in Boston.
For more information, write to the above address, or to
schedule an audition appointment, call 1-800-643-4796.

...A Sook around town
for the culturally curious
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Visit The Clothes Horse to Get
That Perfect Fashion Look
Without Breaking the Bank!
Our thrift store has a great selection of winter
clothing remaining. And with our upcoming
sales you can create the latest looks at low
prices! Perfect casual and college wear. Terrific selection of children's clothing and shoes!
February 16-19
February 22-24

8 just®

in the
Luimgf.

February 25

$1 days - all items are $1!!
$3 Bag Days - all you can
fit in a brown shopping bag
for $3!!
Restocked with Spring
merchandise!!

175 Park Road, West Hartford 233-1411
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 10:00 AM-5:00 PM
Thursday open until 8:00 PM
The Clothes Horse is operated by
the Junior League of Hartford, Inc.

FEATURES
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Societal Pressure Targeted As Boots & Birks
I Think I'm an Alcoholic
Cause of Eating Disorders
Dear Boots and Birks,

person with an eating disorder.
The life-style of a person with an
Features Writer
eating disorder leads to the isolation of
Being a female in today's American the individual as they struggle to hide
society is no small feat. Ever since the their disorder. AnexampleofsuchisolaTwiggy era, women in the U.S. have be- tion is avoiding social events at which
come part of a national obsession over there might be food that an anorexic
the fear of fat. "Thin" has become a would most likely not be able to deal
prerequisite for success and happiness. with.
This obsession is clearly corollary
This way of life begins out of a need
to an ever-increasing rise in health haz- to prove control—it is typical for an
ards. According to a lecentMademoiselle, anorexic to feel that they have control in
as many as 30% of women in college and the sense that may monitor their weight
graduate school show symptoms of an by obsessing over what they eat. Such
eating disorder. At any given time, one behavior leads to a loss of control when
it becomes such a tremendously significant part of life that they cannot stop
Everyday women are conobsessing over what they eat.
stantly reminded that the
It also leads to a misperception of
the
self
so severe that an individual with
American stereotype of
an eating disorder often becomes blinded
beauty, happiness, and
by the disorder to the point that an
anorexic or bulimic cannot see that they
success belongs solely to the have
to stop.
The ideal body weight gets lower
skinny woman.
and lower in the eyes of the individual as
he/she loses more and more weight. In
out of 2 women is on a diet.
The "subclinical eating disorder," one study, anorexic women saw their
or "perpetual diet," bulimia and anorexia, bodies as 73.6% larger than they actually
are all reactions to the cultural and social were, and bulimic women saw their bodpressures that society places upon ies as 80.6% bigger.
women.
The wave of eating disorders which
Females at Trinity College are not is currently sweeping the nation can be
immune to eating disorders. In fact, it attributed to the pressures of American
would not be surprising to find that society.
women here are above the national 30%
average. Eating disorders typically af- Eating disorders typically
fect perfectionists and overachievers,
affect perfectionists and
titles which are frequently used to describe the typical college student makes overachievers, titles which

Dear Drunk,

BY WHITNEY POMEROY

Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia consume tfie lives of those who are affected
with them. We all know the story: people
with anorexia gradually become obsessed
with thoughts over the need to be thin
which, in turn, cause them to restrict
their food intake to low, unhealthy
amounts. Bulimics binge and purge to
the point of eroding teeth, loss of hair,
callouses on their hands, and a general
danger in bodily health and mental wellbeing.
Besides the physical results, eating
disorders lead to emotional changes. A
lowering of self-esteem, lack of control
and an overall preoccupation with body
appearance consume the thoughts of a

I have a really big problem. I think
I'm an alcoholic. I go out almost every
night and even when I try to be mellow
I end up getting so drunk that I can't
remember what happened.
I realize that I should go get help,
but I'm not ready to give up my lifestyle
and my friends. I would do anything to
just drink like everyone else.
Can you help me?
Signed,
Drunk

-Birks and Boots.

Top-10 Things The Fantasy Guild
Will Do Now That They Control SCA:
10. Finally buy those 100 sided dice.
9. Housing Lottery numbers based on
hit points and armor class.
8. Robert's Rules to be replaced by
Advanced D&D Monster Manual.
7. SAGA to be renamed Sega,

iescrlbe the average college
student, which makes college age females extremely
susceptible to developing an
eating disorder.
Everyday women are constantly reminded that the American stereotype of
beauty, happiness, and success belongs
solely to the skinny woman. This message suggests that it is important to a
woman that she go to great lengths to
achieve the state of being slender if she
wishes to accomplish the "American
dream."

It sounds to me like you are in
denial, a typical reaction of alcoholics.
I think you need to decide what you
want more, to black out every night, or
to give up drinking all together. I don't
thinkyoucanhave both. Alot of people
on this campus have your same problem.
If you want to get help call Alcoholics Anonymous in Hartford 2825924. Good Luck!

Jr , ' i n :

•

.v Si/i r rl:tk :L:I/eution U* rep t ace hand
as major Spring Weekend Event.
4. SGA Executive Board now con tai ns
President, Vice-President, VP
Finance, Dungeon Master, and all
level 10 magic users.
3. President's Gavel replaced by Wand
of Wonder.
X Harassment policies revised to
include Gnomes, Dwarves & Ogres.
1. Marlon hereby referred to as Merlin.
Written by Garv Gygax, Ed Greenwood, 1 arry klmorv,
Aktra, Robotech, artd Speed Rater

$7O,OOd IN FELLOWSHIPS & GRANTS AVAILABLE
TO FACULTY ft STUDENTS FROM CT SPACE
GRANT COLLEGE CONSORTIUM

Fellowship applications for graduate and undergraduate
students and faculty grants for fellowships, travel,
collaborative research, and curriculum development are
available. Applicants must be full-time students or
faculty members at the Trinity College. Applications
are due at the Consortium Office February 15, 1994. For
further Information contact the Consortium office at
768-4813 or 768-4849, or your Campus Director,
Talkang Ntng at 297-2219.

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT
KAPLANftULES

Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training
CALL NOW:

236-6851
Prepare now
for
Entrance Exams!
Kaplan Educational
Center
967 D Fariiiington Ave.
W. Hartford, CT
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Trinity Senior Reminisces About His 'Darkest Hour'
was suffocating, or maybe I was dreaming.
Slowly, I rubbed my eyes, hoping to
There I stood at THE DOORWAY, clear the mist that had enveloped them.
the frigid air swirling about me, numb- Why couldn't I focus? What was going
ing my senses. But wait, it wasn't the air on?
at all, for this numbness ran much deeper
Everything was fine only moments
than anything a mere temp erature change ago. What had happened that could make
could produce.
me lose possession of all my senses in
This feeling had seized my soul. My such a way?
entire being was suffocating and yet my
Something touched me on the shoulmind, suddenly grown feeble, could not der, ; I heard a, yoice, "I'm .sorry," it said,
grasp the reason for this terrible feeling "Everyone is as upset about,this as you
flowing through every cell of my body. 1 are, but you have to be strong now, you

BYPATGARRAHY
Features Writer

V

H

7

must carry on and believe that things
will soon be all right. Go home, there is
nothing you can do."
I could make out a figure. A man,
older than I. He was standing next to me
with his hand on my shoulder. My vision improved a bit so that I vaguely
discerned my surroundings.
I knew where I was! But wait, there
was something terribly wrong. Thisplace
. was not the same, it was dark and cold.
Suddenly it all became clear. A huge
rush of pain and emotion crashed through
the wall of numbness which imprisoned

me. There was a sign in front of me,
taped to the inside of a dusty window. I
could make out the writing clearly now.
In simple handwriting on a white
piece of paper was stenciled a horrible
epitaph. It said:
"TAP CAFE CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE."
I turned and walked away, fighting
the horrible feeling of dread that was still
surging within me. What would, I, do
now,,where w.QuldjIgp? ,';,, ;; ,...,,,.,' As I got closer.to home \ realized
i,

plense turn to pnge. 14

•••'.-»
.•
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i?. be
If you gcsc ;A taratoo, wl\&1: ^
and where would you put it?
P8-3OTOS BY XATHEiHNE MITCHELL

'••h
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"Texas Flag."
Where? Where you
usually hang flags.

"Mike Irwin,
(my crew coach),
on my fotehead."

Caroline Santa-Cruz '94
"I already have one
and it's right here!"

Marc Izzo '95
"Tom Gerety, on my
left cheek/'

Marc Fezzuto '96
•'I love Kappa,
on my chest"

'"Ftat-gity,
across my chest?"

CedrkBarringer'96
"A map to Alex Ladd'sBungalowof-Destruction in New Hampshire
across my chest."

"Us"

"A picture of Scott
Mauer's mom on our
'dilznkks.'"

FEATURES
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Sensationalism Contributes To Distorted News Reporting
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Features Writer
There has come to be a feeling
among many Americans that the media
has become too involved with spectacle
and has failed to adequately report the

However, the question arises that
while these kind of sensationalized stories may be fascinating to many Americans, doesn't the media have an obligation to report the pertinent happenings
of the day?
The television networks, magazines

broadcast after broadcast reported on the scandalous
activities of the Long Island Lolitta.
news. Our evening broadcasts are filled
with in depth reports on Tanya Harding,
Lorena Bobbitt and Michael Jackson;
while "real news/'such as the situation
in Bosnia, is completely ignored.
Many Americans may find the Amy
Fisher story fascinating and may have
watched the news intently as broadcast
after broadcast reported on the scandalous activities of the Long Island Lolitta.

and newspapers are organizations concerned with making a profit, and, therefore, they report the news which is in the
most demand from the American public.
It is in the self interest of the media to
report what Americans demand in order
to raise their profits.
Given that these are organizations
concerned with making the maximum
profit many will argue that perhaps the

Student Empowerment Under The Influence

Geeks, Kegs, & Dorms— Oh My!
Monday night, I went to the View
as the Tap was too crispy for my taste.
After my fifth shot, I decided to come
back on campus —perhaps to stir up a
little trouble.
On the front door of Mather, there
was a sign posted about "GEEKS AND
KEGSIN DORMS." rthoughttomyself,
"Hey, free beer," So I stumbled up the
stairs to the Alumni Lounge.
It was really dark in there. I mean
really dark. There was plenty of noise
coming from the Washington Room, so
I decided to crash that, "Maybe it's

student empowerment and power to
the people and effective means of student government and policy making. I
thought, "Yeah, the 70's are back—way
cool. C'mon people now, smile on your
brother..."
One woman, dressed all in white—
kinda like John Lennon on the cover of
AbbeyRoad—said, "SaGA is ineffective.
It's caught up in red tape and bureaucracy." I had to wonder, "When was the
last time she ate in Mather? There's no
tape anywhere — but there are those
funky fruit sculptures around the 'Penny
for Your Thought' table."
Another — whose name escapes
me, but if you rearrange the letters they

As I entered Ihc room, I was accosted (by people not wearing polyester) to sign my name and number to a

associated with geckiness." I realized
that here was the essence of the meeting
— but he was wrong. Sonic the Hedge-

BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

On the front door of Mather, there was a sign posted
about "Geeks and kegs in dorms." I thought to myself,
"Hey, free beer." So I stumbled up the stairs to the
Alumni Lounge.
.
sheet of paper. I thought, "These geeks
want me to sign my name? Well, if
nothing else, more campus mail." Bearing in mind, however, what ConnPIRG
has decreed, I decided that that would
be too much paper waste. But, hey, it is
recyclable.
As I was already five minutes late
for the beginning of the meeting, I quietly slinked into a chair near the back.
But get this: THERE WAS NO BEER!
Not even Beast. Talk about false advertising! (Partially, anyway.)
Well, the people were talking about

hog is really, really cool. Need I say
more?
All in all, I had to wonder from
where thesepeople'sparanoiastemmed.
They said they wanted power; they said
that the administration was dictating
their actions; they said that they wanted
to organize committees; and yet they
failed to take advantage of the fact that
they were assembled there at that moment. Very little happened, save for
some whining about Sega — or Saga —
or SGA. Student apathy? Stop wasting
our time.

Senior Reflects On Tap Closure
continued from page 13

that what the man had said was true. I
needed tobestrong,Ineeded to putit out
of my mind and believe that things would
return to normal.
I suddenly realized the unpredictable nature of life. It was so overpowering. How could I have been so sure that
IT would always be there for me? How
foolish I had been,
I resolved from that very point to
take time out to relish all of the many
things in my life that could very well

disappear, without warning, at any moment. We never know when disaster
may strike, so we must savor as much as
possible as we go along, treating each
experience as if it were to be our last.
Suddenly, I felt elated. Through a
terrifying and traumatic experience,!
had gained a valuable insight.
Yes, the man was right. Everything
would return to normal, someday. I just
knew it would. And when it did, I
would know how to truly appreciate it
all.

media had the right to spend thirteen
minutes of an entire news broadcast reporting on the Tanya Harding controversy.
However, I disagree. The media in
our society is a powerful vehicle through
which much of public opinion is formulated. The media has the ability to manipulate their factual information into
a form which will drastically influence
the American population's opinions of
one situation.
For example, during an election cam-

tion to be presented.
More importantly, the media's
choice of stories is troubling to many
Americans. In an effort to make profits,
the media often focuses on scandals,
rather than the important occurrences in
the world.
Understanding that the media has
such a profound influence on the public,
I would argue that the media has an
obligation to present the news in a manner which is not distorted. Rather, the
media should focus on subjects which

However, if too much attention is placed on stories
which are of little importance in the larger spectrum, then
the media has failed to meet their obligation to the American people.
paign, Americans base their opinions of
a candidate on the media's presentation
of the given candidate. In a sense the
media has the potential to create, the
American publics' opinions.
Unfortunately, these opinions are
often based on the manipulated and biased news broadcasts which present an
often distorted view of the candidates.
For instance, a sound bite, the clip of
the candidate speaking for example, is
anaverageof aboutthirtyseconds. Therefore, the candidates words i r e often misrepresented because of the brevity of the
time allotted for the candidate's quota-

may be less interesting to Americans, but
are none the less extremely important to
their futures.
Essentially, the media's function is
to capsulize the events which occur in
the world each day. If the media chooses
to give some attention to a story with a
degree of sensationalism in order to satisfy Americans lust for scandal, then lam
unable to stop them.
However, if too much attention is
placed on stories which are of little importance in the larger spectrum, then the
media has failed to meet their obligation
to the American people.

JONA'I HAN KRAI I'
Lxeamu iVii t
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"Jonathan's Killer Bean Salsa"
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OLDE> America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-eampus interview on March 8,1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

JtOUM
Box

131O

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Rainbow Sound Series welcomes two poets to
Trinity this Wednesday, Feb.
9th. Honor Moore, a poet,
teacher, playwright and biographer will read from her
work. Also reading, will be
Dionne Brand, a black lesbian writer, director of documentary films, and author
of six books of poetry. The
readings will be held at 8
p.m. in Goodwin Theater at
the Austin Arts Center.
On Thursday, Feb. 3rd,
at 4:00 p.m., in the Faculty
Club, Lisa Steinman,
Keenan Professor of English
at Reed College will read her
poetry. Ms. Steinman is an
award winning author, poet
and critic. A reception and
book signing will follow. All
are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

will follow at Gallows Hill.
Professor Ehud Toledano
will speak on "The Middle
East Peace Process: The Letter, the Spirit and the Reality." Tuesday, Feb. 15th, 4:30
p.m., McCook 201.

There is a position available in Public Relations for a News Bureau Assistant, to work approximately 6hrs./wk.
Thejob entails general clerical work, data
entry, campus errands, newspaper clipping, and attention to detail. Computer
training and typing skills are desirable.
Work study status is preferred. Call Kay
Davidson at ext. 2141 for further details.

Work on an Archaeological Excavation in Israel Next
Summer! Earn 2 Course
Credits! For more info, call
Dr. Risser at ext. 2386,
Seabury 44A.

The Wellness Dorm is
planning to publish a cookbook for the Trinity Community. If you have any recipes, please send them to Sue
Morgensen at Box #318 by
Feb. 20th. Please include
your name, address, phone
number, and where you got
si mi
the recipe. If you have any
Help Tri-Delts raise questions, or would like to
money for the American help, call Sue at ext.3504.
Cancer Society on Jail-n-Bail
day, Feb. 10th. Join in the
fun and arrest your peers!
For further info, call Sara
Feb. 10th and 11th, at 8
Bliss at ext. 3309.
p.m. — Chris Hudacs will
present a recreation of Orson
Welles' 1938 radio Broadcast
T
of "The War of the Worlds"
Warren J. Blumenfeld,
the first director of the NaDance Performance by
tional Gay Student Center, Odadaa! Saturday, Feb. 12th,
will give a presentation en- 8 p.m. Goodwin Theater. #22
titled, "Homophobia: How general; $10 students and sr:
we all Pay the Price." The citizens. Box office ext. 2199
presentation \\ ill take place
Send announcements to
on Wed. Feb. 9, at 4:30 p.m.
ThcTnpod, Sox 1310,
attn. Announcements Editor
in the McCook Auditoiium.
Deadline. Wed. Noon.
Reception and book signing

Austin Arts?

uesaay
Bopka! (PG-13)
Wednesday - Saturday
Fearless (R)
Friday - Saturday
The Castle of Cagliostro
Sunday - Tuesday
Household Saints (R)

iiiiiiiiiiii
DAYTONA BEACH - SPRING
BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel
directly on the beach, parties,
pool deck fun, nightclubs,
sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes
round trip motorcoach trans, with
on campus pick up and drop off,
only $239.00 quad occp., depart
3/25/94 return 4/5794.
Call for free brochure 1-800-9DAYTONA
M-F, 8-6. see you on the BEACH!!
****SPRING BREAK ' 9 4 * * * *
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15
friends ana your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-7283.
SPRING BREAK - From $299
Includes: air, 7 nights Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE
trip plus commissions as our
campus
rep! 1-800-9-BEACH-l
Earn $500-$! 000 weekly
stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH
$1.00
with SASE to:
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+/ month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5079
GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN
$50-$250
C
OR YOURSELF
plus up to $500 for vour club'
Thi-3 fundraiser costs nothinq
and lash OHP \. eek Cad no/v
diid receivo a fr?e gi't
1-800 932 0S28 C<t 65

7:30 p*m.
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Social Critique I
Around Trinity didn't relish the
fact that two annual Party Machines
—Elmo's Disco Inferno and Casino
Night — were served up on consecutive nights, costing a pretty
penny (actually, a pretty 1,700 pennies, or 1,500 with costume). The
Inferno, once again, was a 70's popculture paean, in all its Dazed-ness
and Confused-ness, The Washington Room on Friday looked like a
Salvation Army fashion show, with
budding boogie-mavens hustling
'till dawn.

Social Critique II
An open letter to the organizers
of Casino Night:
• Set up gambling shop in the
dining hall next time, not the claustrophobic Cave. And open up more
blackjack tables (the most popular
attraction at the event),
• Get people pulling the taps
who know how to do it With the "rats
on a sinking ship" motif thriving in
the ridiculously crowded Washington Room last Saturday, slip-ups in
keg dexterity were costly to both the
inebriated lemmings and the bartenders.
• Enough Crew Nepotism!!
Since the profits for this soiree must
be sufficiently modest, invest in a
better DJ. While Scott Brown '92 is a
former crewbie and alum of Trinity,
it appears that he hasn't purchased
any new music since his graduation
from school. Around Trinity did want
to dance to music from this decade,
in addition to the Pike oldies which
he served up ad nauseum. In addi-*
tion, the sound system left much to
be desired.
• Around Trinity hopes that
someday dancing in one's boxers on
the Washington Room stage will
become as obsolete as a Rubik's
Cube.

Movie Review
Fearless, a barely-seen movie in
1993, comes to the Cinestudio beginning Wednesday night. Featuringan all-star cast (Jeff Bridges, Rosie
Perez, Isabella Rossellini, and John
Turturro) and first-class director (Peter Weir, best known for Dead Poet's
Society and Witness), it is one of the
best movies of 1993. The film miraculously captures magic realism
on the silver screen, managing to
extract the fantastic from the everyday. It is Ms. Perez' and Mr. Bridges'
best workin their respective careers,
in a cinefable powerful enough to
evoke sadness and exalted hope in
the same breath. See it. It should be
required viewing.

Call to Order!
7:30 pJXL

(NR)

10:00 p.
7:30 p.m.

Around Trinity has only just
heard that there have been no less
than three elections for the vacant
VicePresidentpositioninS.G.A. "A
Penny For Your Thoughts" workshops arenowbeingheldwithVijay
Sharma (Director of Food Servces)
in Mather Hall. Mr. Sharma has
invented the popular decision
maker, a democratic way of deciding pressing food issues. If the third
election isn't the charm for S.G.A.,
perhaps counting pennies is a safer
alternative to counting votes.

SPORTS
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Have You Grate,
Joe PIMaggio?
Tim Wo£$ Of TtMiy Hodkey

By Man
[ Dream Sequence ]
"...Einbender has the puck... he passes to Dan Good who
winds it up... Good dishes to Bob Eiserman who crosses center
ice and dumps the puck into the zone... Jamie Whitters digs
behind die net and spots Jon Oglebay in front... Whitters dishes,
Oglebay shoots —he scores!! The Bantams charge out to an early
lead in the contest!! What fire this Trinity team has!!"
Each of us has something that he or she loves. It can be a
person, a place, a scene from a movie, or a favorite pastime.
Whatever that thing is, we all share a common thread - a want or
an insatiable need for that which we cherish. Such a strong love
even drives some of us to extremes in order to achieve that object
of desire. For the five names mentioned above and a handful of
others who stroll down the Long Walk daily, that love used to be
for the game of hockey. The game meant something special to
each and every one of them. Ithad,inasense,becomeafixedpart
of their lives, from early days of playing youth hockey until the
day each entered our Trinity family. Moreover, I am sure the
desire to play hockey factored into each's decision to come to
Trinity.
But wait, I might be confusing you. For those of you who are
new members of our Trinity community, these names might be
unfamiliar when linked to the world of Trinity hockey. Yet, for
diehard fans and stalwart enthusiasts of the history of the sport
at Trinity, these names should ring a bell. They are players who,
within tiie last 3 or 4 years at Trinity, have worn the white
sweater bearing the word "Trinity" diagonally across it, and
have done their part to help the team win. Each played at least
ine season of varsity hockey and contributed to the cause in his
wn way.;
'
•
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Wrestling Loses In-State
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer

Wrestling is a sport of ex*
tremes. It is a sport of winning
and losing. It is a sport of kill or
be killed. The glory goes to the
victor and the shame to the defeated. This frigid week in Hartford saw Trinity's wrestling
team in its glory and in its defeat. Trinity lost in points to
their archrival Wesleyan last
Tuesday and to the Coast Guard
Academy on Thursday. However, in individual competition
Trinity wrestlers outperformed
Wesleyan in pins.
The Bantam Wrestlers won
four out of their seven matches
against Wesleyan. JuniorTucker
MacLean, the team's nationally
ranked captain, rolled over his
Wesleyan opponent 13-3. As a
result of MacLean's All-American selection, he is the recipient
of every teams toughest competition. MacLean is ranked number two in the nation and is currently undefeated at 22-0.

Tucker was not the only
highlight in this hard fought
match. Sophomore Vassily
Eliopoulos pinned his opponent
6:13 into match play. Freshman
Raymond Jones won his 158
pound weight class by a 6-3
count. Jones is currently the
owner of a 6-4 record. Jeremy
Burden won his 134 pound
match 8-4. Along with the four
wins, Jake Shaw '95, wrestling
at 150, lost his match 4-3 in the
last two seconds of the match.
Although the team lost in
points, 27-16, the team won on
the mat in their four out of seven
matches.
On Thursday, the Coast
Guard Academy used its power
andmuscletopullavictoryover
the Bantams 40-9. MacLean, in
usual form, pinned his opponent 3:45 minutes into the
match. Eliopoulos wrestled a
much bigger opponent at the
158 pound weight class, but he
remained unf azed in his 7-1 win.
Jones did not win on the mat,
but Ms tough wrestling earned

him a spot on the cover of the
Hartford Courant Sports section
in the 4-1 loss. Coast Guard
Academy was beaten by Wesleyan earlier this year, but the
matchups favored Coast Guard
in the dual meet against Trinity.
Although coach Sebastian
Amoto believes this year's team
to be the most talented team he
has ever coached, the talent distribution hurts the team. For
example, the team has four talented 150 pounders but no 118,
126, and 142 pound wrestlers.
The eighteen point deficit incurred upon forfeiting these
weight classes has contributed
to the teams 6-12 record. The
team's losses are partly a result
of freshman Jay Paramsoothy's
injury at 118 pounds, and Senior Brian Roberts' abrupt departure. The team expects
Paramsothy back for the remaining two weeks. With the team
still training hard, the Bantams
are looking forward to hosting
the New England Championships on February 19th.

'Hexj, Coach Dunham—How come there
re more Trinity hockey players sitting

Okay—so now you're saying to yourself, "Why is this guy
writing an article about the old days at Trinity and a bunch of

-;•*•

players who graduated?" These aren't players who graduated.

They are Seniors and Juniors and sophomores who no longer
•lay at the collegiate level. Thus, the question arises—where are
these players now? Well, Whitters and Eiserman missed their
tryout with Medicine Hat; Good and Oglebay got cut from the
iaskatoon club; and trade negotiations between Trinity and Las
Vegas fell apart (which would have sent Einbender to Las Vegas
for Radek Bonk). But seriously, as far as I know, most of these
guys are now playing in a men's league in the greater Hartford
area.

•'.[.'.

•.

•

•
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Which leads me to the purpose of this article - WHY? Why
are so many players quitting the Trinity team after one, two, even
three seasons with the club to go and play men's league hockey?
It is nonsensical to think that Coach Dunham has found ablebodied freshmen and recruits to replace all of these people. The
NHL does not even have this high a turnover rate. So why are
so many of these guys leaving?
Most of the time when something like this happens, people
point fingers and say that there must be an internal problem—
maybe dissension within the team, guys just not getting along.
Yet talk to any player and there are very few things he would not
do for his teammates. It is uncanny. For a team that has dealt
with a season of struggles, of tips and downs, these guys are a
unit, on the ice and off. I just don't know.
Then I was reading the Hartford Courant about a week ago
and opened the sports page to find a write-up on Trinity hockey.
Maybe this article would answer my questions, I thought. Instead, the article made me more confused than ever. Coach
Dunham made it sound like his team was made up entirely of
freshmen. No mention of captain Chris Golini or Senior Todd
Mills, or of Juniors Pat Ashe and Pat Bruno who go out every
night and play their hearts out.
Coach Dunham also mentioned that he realized that,his
team would not be a playoff team this year. Correct me if I'm
wrong, Coach, but that article came out around the halfway
mark of your season, before the playoff picture looked dim for
the team and long before any coach should be writing off his
team's playoff chances. I can't figure it out.
I was at the game against Colby on Friday night, which
Trinity lost5-2, and was sitting with a bunch of fellow students.
With aboutfiveminutesleft in the third period Iheard a guyyell,
"Hey Coach Dunham—How come there are more Trinity hockey
players sitting with me in the stands than with you on the
bench?" Well, Coach Dunham, Icertainly haven't been able to
come up with an answer. Maybe you should give it a try.

fiE^iafcsfciitJt.?'1''*
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Trinity Captain Tucker MacLean '95 remains undefeated at 22-0, and is
presently ranked second in the nation among Division III wrestlers.

KATHERINE MITCHELL

Eight Straight for Women's Basketball
continued from page 20

No one downplayed the
importance of beating Clark. "I
thought our twci wins last week
, [over Wesleyan and Connecticut College] were big, but this
one was even bigger," said
Coach Pine. "We respect Clark's
program, and to beat them the
way we did was huge." Added
Hadfield, "It helped us turn
heads in New England."
But the Lady Bants weren't
thro ugh turning heads, as a pair
of teams from Maine made a
weekend trip. Friday evening
the Bates Bobcats were in town.
At the half, Trinity led 33-14.
Bates made a second-half surge,
closing the gap to seven points
with under two minutes left.
Again, Trinity stiffened up defensively and at the foul line
down the stretch, this time sinking seven of eight foul shots to
hold on to a 66-56 win.
Toolan (13 pts, 9 rebs, 6-6
foul shooting) had another great
night, but the story of this game
was freshman Susan Dinklage.
The 5'10" forward from South
Burlington, VT, came off the
bench to score a career-high 20
points, tops for either team, on
9-of-13 shooting. "She carried
us," said Pine of Dinklage. "For
a freshman, that shows great
poise." Dinklage admitted hav-

ing trouble adjusting to the college game early in the season. "I
was in a slump for a while, but
my teammates helped me get
out of it," she said. "There was
a lot to learn."
Trinity again held its
opponent's high scorer in check,
as Bates' Suzanne Patterson had
only seven points on just 3-of-16
shooting. As a team, Bates made

cials realized (correctly) that
freshman Kather'ine Anderson
belonged at the line, not the Senior Hadfield. To Shapiro's dismay, Anderson drained both
ends of the one-and-one, and
Bowdoin never got any closer.
Toolan had her third doublefigure scoring game of the week,
finishing with 14 points. Point
guard Kara Ryczek '96 led the
Bants in assists for the second
day in a row, with five.
So what's the difference in
the teamnow, with eight straight
wins, from the shaky 4-5 start?
"Confidence - they believe in
themselves." says Coach Pine.
"The realisation," adds Captain
Hadfield, "that we have more
only 31% of its field goals and talent than a lot of the teams we
just six of sixteen foul shots.
play, but we must come ready
Saturday afternoon's game to play." And, says the rookie
was the Bantams' closest, as it Dinklage, "We' ve come together
took them a long time to shake as a team."
free of a young Bowdoin Polar
The Bantams travel to
Bear team. Hadfield, however, Williamstown, MA tonight to
eventually asserted herself on face Williams. Trinity will try to
both ends, finishing with 22 make history once again, as the
points, 9 rebounds, and a block women's basketball team has
(all team highs) as Trinity sur- never won at Williams. "If s
vived 75-66. The lead was only great to be on a streak going into
5 with about two minutes to that game," said Pine.
play when Bowdoin committed
The squad returns to
a foul. There was confusion
Oosting for games Thursday at
about which Bantam was fouled,
7:00p.m. againstManhattanville
and Polar Bear Coach Harvey
and Saturday afternoon at 2:00
Shapiro made sure that the offip.m. versus Tufts University.

"She carried us,"
said Pine of
Dinklage. "Fora
freshman, that shows
great poise."
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Basketball Likely To
Move Up In Rankings
continuedfrom page 20

ing, holding him to oniy9points,
and the Polar Bears could not
catch up. Jones commented on
the defensive performance of the
team, "We pride ourselves in
our defense. We know if our
offense isn't working our defense can step it up a notch."
That was absolutely evident as
the Bantams increased their lead
to as many as 28 points. Jones
converted a dunk off a pass from
McKelvin and Wolff sunk his
sixth three pointer of the game.
Junior forward Chris Reh's 8 foot
jumper off a nice feed from
Lotty finished the scoring and
sent the Polar Bears back to
Maine with a 92-68 defeat. Wolff,

which will be broadcasted on
WRTC 89.3, is called by Dave
Jones, "A very important game,
as every game is from now on."
Troy McKelvin added, "We
have worked hard. We have put
ourselves in a good position (to
face Williams) to secure an
NCAA playoff berth." Along
with the hard work, the team
has also had great consistency
and depth. All five starters average in double figures, and the
reserves all have been giving
Coach Ogrodnik quality playing.
The Bantams face both Williams and Amherst in the next
two weeks. The outcome of
these two games will likely determine which, if any, of these
Jones commented on the defensive perforthree teams will move on to the
playoffs. If Trinity keeps its demance of the team, "We pride ourselves in
fensive intensity and its compoour defense. We know if our offense isn't
sure on offense, there is no doubt
that the men's basketball team
working our defense can step it up a notch." can
follow in the footsteps of the
pointer from the right side of who averaged 23 points a game women's field hockey team to
fte floor.
for the week, scored a gamehigh the NCAA playoffs.
Wolff, who is averaging 28 points, on 10-for-16 shooting.
14.5 points per game, com- Jones had another all-around
mented of his shooting streak, game, scoring 25 points, pulling
"I felt real good because I had down a team high 13 rebounds
time to shoot. The reason why and compiling 6 steals. Jones
was due to the great picks the also hit his first career threeguys were setting for me and point field goal. Haffner added BY PETER FRIEDMAN
the good passes I was getting as 12 points and 9 rebounds and Sports Writer
McKelvin scored 15 points and
a result"
The men's squash team
Inspired by Wolff's hero- had 4 assists.
With the sweep of the upped its record to 8-3 this week
ics, the Bantams went on a 15-0
run to lead 30-22. In the run, Maine schools and Clark, the with two resounding wins over
McKelvin added two uncon- Bantams will face their biggest New England rivals Wesleyan
' tested lay ups off steals and test of the season on Wednes- and Williams. The Bantams'first
Steffan Tomlinson handed out day night as they travel to home matches since late Decemthree assists. At the half, Trinity Williamstown,Massachusetts to ber proved to be a triumphant
was up 42-29, led by Wolff (15 face the Ephmen, who were homecoming.
Wednesdaynight's squarepoints), Jones (13 points), and ranked as high as second in New
McKelvin (8 points).
England before being shellacked off against the Cardinals of WesIn the second half Jones and by third-ranked Amherst 89-60 leyan proved to be aneasymatch
Haffner put the lock on Brown- on Saturday night. This game, for Trinity, as the men took the
team continued its hot shooting
by connecting on 53% of its shot
attempts.
Later in the weekend, the
Bantams played host to the Polar Bears of Bowdoin College,
who had beaten top-ranked
Colby College the previous
weekend. Bowdoin was led by
Junior center Nick Browning,
who entered the contest averaging 24 points and 10 rebounds a
game.
The Polar Bears briefly
gained the lead until Trinity's
Keith Wolff put on a shooting
exhibition, scoring 13 straight
points, including a 25 foot three
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Senior Dave Jones (#30) watches the ball fall
through the hoop against Bowdoin. Jones contributed 25
points, 13 rebounds and six steals to Trinity's winning effort.

Squash Tops Cardinals, Ephs
Cardinals in grand fashion, 9-0.
Trinity only losttwo games,both
by Dave Hetherington '94, who
was able to hold off his opponent nonetheless, on his way to
a vktory at the #2 slot. Freshman Michael Bittner played his
third straight match at the #1
position and trounced his opponent 3-0.
Some of the second-string
players were given a chance to
shine against the Cardinals, as
Juniors Harrison Mullin, Christian Bullitt, Ryan O'Connell and

219 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

203-547-0263
Your Package Store,

We aim to keep you in good spirits! I
We have served you for the past 18 years.
We will continue to serve you for the next 100.

KEU.Y COUJS
Senior Dave Heatherington goes up
against Wesleyan last Wednesday. The Men's Squash team
continues on their path to dominance in the Division one

sector

Adam Beard were given the
evening off by coach Jon Anz .
ScottSaperston '94madehis first
varsity appearance and won his
match 15-7,17-14,15-4.
The Saturday- match-up
against the Williams Ephs was a
more intense game. The stands
at Ferris Athletic Center were
full, with fans eagerly hoping to
see Trinity vanquish the
Ephmen. The Ephs came info
the match as a top-ten team in
the nation. A win over Trinity
would allow them to lay claim
to a position as one of the elite
teams in the country.
A fired up Bantam squad
rapidly dismissed any illusions
that Williams might have had of
coming out the victors. In a
brilliantly played match, #2
seeded Ryan O'Connell beat his
Williams opponent 3-2, after
trailing 9-13 in the fifth and final
game. O'Connell paid a small
price for his victory; he was seen
sporting a nasty red welt on the
back of his leg as a result of
being stung by the ball.
Bittner, Mullin, Bullitt and
Stephen Gregg '97 all put their
opponents away3-latthe#l,4,5
and9positionsrespectively. Cocaptain Chris Felley '94 put his
opponent away 3-0,bringing his
record to 5-2 since returning after spending last semester in
Sumatra, Indonesia.
Also of note was Austin
Perkins' 3-2 victory. Perkins'
win was his first match since
returning from a car accident
over Christmas break that was
supposed to keep him out of the
line-up for the rest of the season.
The team will face two
tough tests this week against
top-ten competition. Brown will
visit on Thursday night at 7:00.
Saturday, the team will travel to
Annapolis, Maryland for a
match-up against the Midshipmen of the United States Naval
Academy.
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Bantam Swim Teams Sweep Connecticut College
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

What a day the men's and
women's swim teams had last
Saturday. They overpowered
Connecticut College in their
next-to-lasthomemeet. In what
would have to be considered a
stunning upset, the Lady Bant's
blasted the talented Camels 131•;92.

,

The openin g 200 medley relay of Joanna McKeique '97,
Leslie Orlando '95,Kim Aquilai
'94, and Lisa Giarratano '97gave
a taste of what was to come with
a thrilling come from behind
victory in 2:05.96. Captain
Stephanie Cope '94 followed
with a lifetime best swim in the
1000 freestyle (11:32.26) to really put a star on a very special
afternoon.
Giarratano, Natascha
Kontny '94, and Cheryl
Buchanan '95 went 1-2-3 in the
50 freestyle to put the Bantams
well hi front.
After a rally by Conn in the
200IM, Shara Abraham '96, Julie
Mancuso '96 and Sue Church
'97 took first, third, and fourth
in the 1 meter dive to continue
she upward singe. AquiLii

(2:19.6) and Caitlin Corbiere '96
swam 1 and 2 in the 200 butterfly, and in one of the most exciting races of the afternoon freshman flash Giarratano touched
out Camel ace sprinter Jen
Cames in a great 100 freestyle
duel with a time of 58.14.
Conn College battled back
by winning the 200back and 500
freestyle, but Abraham, Church,
and Mancuso took charge in the
' 3 meter dive to out snuff the
Camels "hopes. The women's
team was gleaming with confidence and energy and came up
with persortal besj: swims. The
Bantams were simply too strong
for the highly regarded Camels.
Coach McPhee was almost
speechless after the women's
performance. "I was proud of
theperformanceof our women's
team. We had one great swim
after another, and every swimmer really attacked her race.
They simply blitzed a fine Conn.
College team this afternoon and
never gave them a chance. I see
captain Stephanie Cope's fine
hand in having them ready. It
was a great win."
The men's team had a much
easier day at the office as they
cruised to a 87-63 win that was
far more lopsided than the score
would indicate. The Bantams
won every single event and towards the end of the meet they
i_iu--.ignalc\l sonic !:wiui'i as un-
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Jeff Pennington, '95, prepares for tough competition. As one of Trinity's
star swimmers, Pennington leads the team to a Victory against Connecticut College
official so as to keep the score Bant's also crushed the Camels proud and to leave him with a
down. Except for Justin Jarvis in both the 200 medley relay and great record," said Cope. "Each
'97 winning a both the 1 and 3 the 400 freestyle relay.
race we go into a lot of our mometer diving events, there were
This year marks the end of tivation is to make Chet proud
no other double winners because Chet McPhee's term as head because he loves to see everycoach McPhee used his lead to coach of the swim teams, and body get there best times."
experiment with his line-up.
the Bantam swimmers attribute
The women travel to
The days winners included much of their success to their Westfield State Wednesday and
Rob Johnson 97' (1000 fs), Dave desire to send him off on a posi- both teams close the regular season at home against Amherst
McFarland 97' (200 fs), Jeff tive note.
Pennington 95' (50 fs), Luke
"Both the men's and next Saturday. Come on over to
VlcCarthy 94' (200 fly), Tav women's team are doing an in- Ferris at 1:00pm on Saturday to
Fitapatrick '97 (100 fs), Thomas credible job this year and 90% of cheer on your fellow Bants and
Appleton 96' (200 back), .fared it is because this is a special year their coach Chet McPhee who
Von An; '95 (500 fs), and Wayne for Chefs and we are all work- will be coaching in his last home
Oqoizalel: '^5 (200 breast). The ing really hnrd to make him meet.

Invitational and making a strong
showing in the Hurst Bowl at
*feer is' beginning to melt, tile sailing team
has begun planning for their
spring season. Lastfall the team
had a full schedule of intercollegiate competition which enabled
them to strengthen their abilities.
Their accomplishments included winning the Mitchell trophy, getting second place at the
University of New Hampshire

teen scheduled regattas for the
spring of 1994, such as the Admiral Moore Intersectional at
SLJNY Maritime and the New
England Dingy Championships
at Coast Guard. There are twenty
six on the team which is led by
co-captains Graham Schelter '94
and Dan MacKeigan '95.
The Trinity Sailing Team
plans to hit the water as soon as
the weather will cooperate.

Roggi's Garage

Co-captain Dan MacKeigan '95 and Chris Elia '96 at Biown last lall.
They took the gun and finished in first place

DAN MACKEIGAN

Track Team Excels Under Pressure
BY MICHELLE STONE
Sports Writer

a time of 7 72 icconds. Millei
also finished second in the 55
meter hurdli1?
The highlight or the meet
was thr Dei ronrumce ot Senior
co-captain Lisa Michelizza who
took first place in the women's
weight throw. Her throw of 43

runneis in New England and
looks strongci every week as
competition becomes tougher.
Fieshmnn David Specter
qualified foi New Englands in
the pole vault by clearing thirteen feet.
This coming weekend the

This past weekend the Trinity track team traveled to
Williamsto wn to compete in the
Williams Invitational, where
Trinity faced its toughest competition of the year.
After an impressive showing at Wesleyan the weekend The highlight of the meet was the perforbefore, the women and men mance of senior co-captain Lisa Michelizza
hoped for continued improvewho took first place in the women's weight
ment.
KathrinPhelan '96, who has throw. Her throw of 43 feet broke the previalready qualified for New
Englands in the 800 meter, came ous school record, which was set by none
in second place in the 1500 with other than Michelizza herself.
atimeof5:12. This puts her only
two seconds away from quali- feet broke the previous school Trinity track team returns to
fying for New Englands in a record, which was set by none Wesleyan for the final regular
second event.
other than Michelizza herself.
meet of the indoor season.
Michelle Stone '95 and
On the men's side, Senior
This meet will be the last
Michelle Miller '97 dominated co-captain Steve Harding fin- chance for individuals on the
the sprints as they finished first ished fourth in the 5000 meter. track team who havenotalready
and second in the55meter dash. Harding ran a very strong race done so to qualify for New
Stone crossed the finishline with in the midst of some of the top Englands.

Mark Fantone# Wayne Roggi
Wo Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(OffBroadStreet)
247-3493

,. $>.

WKTC89.3FM
Broadcasts Hockey
and Basketball
BASKETBALL

Wednesday, February 9 @ Williams 7:30
Wednesday, February 16 @ Amherst 7:30
March 1,4,5 ECAC
HOCKEY
Tuesday, February 22 @ Wesleyan 7:30
Saturday, February 26 v. Amherst 7:00
March 1,4,5 ECAC

The Rest of the
Story.,
Anders Haugen was one of America's
earliest ski-jumpers. As a 36 year old Califomian, he competed in the first Olympic
games in 1924 in Chamonix, France. In the
jumping competition the judges credited
him with fourth place. No Medal. So why
the story?
Because in 1980, at a Norwegian ski
team reunion, two-time silver medalist
ThorlafStromstad of Norway was studying
the scores of the '24 games. He found, an
error. The bronze medal had been mistakenly misawarded. It should have gone to
America's Haugen.
Stromstad reported his findings to the
International Olympic Committee and 50
years after Haugen had competed at

Chamonix, he received his bronze medal.
He was 86 years old, the oldest Olympian in
idstory to earn a medal.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Women's Squash vs. Wesleyan at 4:30 away
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Men's Basketball vs. Williams at 7:30 away
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Wmn's B-ball vs. Manhattanville at 7:00 at HOME
Women's Squash vs. Brown at 5:00 HOME
Men's Squash vs. Brown at 7:00 HOME

* * * • ^** I'1;•** t< \ i *'V *"') j * 1 ' ? " *

Olympic Observations
1. Who coached the 1980
ning Stanley Cup team in
Olympic hockey team to
one year?
the gold?
8. What was the first U.S. city
2. Who was the first Afrito host the Summer Olymcan-American woman to
pics?
win three Olympic gold 9. Whathurdler's injuries kept
medals?
him from trying out for his
3. What city set Olympic atfifth Olympic team?
tendance records when 10. Who was the first NBA
5,797,923 people showed
coach to head up an Olymfor the games?
pic basketball team?
4. What U.S. hockey player 11. What U.S. general came in
scored the winning goal
fifth in the first Olympic
in the 1980 semi-finals
pentathalon?
against the Soviet Union? 12.What U.S. female speed
5. What year did the Olymskater won gold at the 1988
pic boxing team include
and 1992 winter Olympics?
Sugar Ray Leonard and 13.What Olympic duo was
Reebok's hopeful for the
LeonSpinks?
Goldinthe 1992 decathalon?
6. What U.S. long jumper
won gold in two consecu- 14.Who won the 1984 Men's
Downhill Competition?
tive Olympics?
7. Who is the only U.S. 15. What U.S. Olympic figure
skater conspired to elimihockey player to play on
an Olympic Gold medal
nate her competition in the
hockey team and win-

yp trials?
1994 Olympic
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11

Hockey vs. Salem State at 7:30 away
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12
M's B-ballv.Manhattanvilleat7:30HOME
Wmn's B-ball vs. Tufts at 2:00 HOME
Swimming vs. Amherst at 1:00 HOME
Track at Weslyan Invitational 11:00 away
Wrestleirtg at Rhode Island 1:00 away
Hockey at U.Mass Boston 4:00 away

Athlete Of The Week

COME SUPPORT
TRMITS
ATHLETIC
TEAMS

College
[Tuesday; $3.50 Pitcher Night

Tucker MacLean '95
Trinity's Athlete of the Week is TUCKER
MACLEAN. A junior from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, he is the captain of the Wrestling team and a major
factor in the team's success. As a terror on the mat,
MacLean has made quite a name for himself. He is
currently undefeated at 22-0 and is presently ranked
number two in the nation. As a result of Maclean's
achievements, he has been selected as an All-American candidate. Congratulations, Tucker, and good
luck on the rest of your season.

Remember Three Things
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline April 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.

Anyone who can get 2 tix to Letterman
for May 4th Contact Marty.
Reward substantial and negotiable.
Class of '94: 94 Days Till Graduation
Coming Soon.
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This Week's Numbers: 14,15,16

BYALCARBONE
Sports Writer

After Trinity's men's basketball team finished with a subpar record last season, Head
Coach Stan Ogrocinik promised
this season would be more successful. With the able leadership of co-captains David Jones
'94 and Jeff Almeida '94, the acquisition of transferKeith Wolff
'95, and the overall maturity of

the returning players, the 199394 basketball Bantams have been
turning in quality efforts day in
and day out.
Cominginto this past week,
the Bantams were ranked 5th in
the NCAA Northeast Regional
Division nipoll. Trinity hasnow
extended its impressive winning
streak to 16 games, defeating
Clark 86-65, Bates 103-74, and
Bowdoin 92-68. The week's three
games were all highlighted by
two common characteristics: fast
starts and team consistency.
On Tuesday, Clarkinvaded
Ray Oosting Gymnasium look-

Bantams. Early on, led by
Waverly Yates, Clark jumped to
a 8-0 lead.
However, cool and composed, the Bantams showed why
they are one of the top teams in
New England by increasing the
defensive pressure and converting on the offensive end. Senior
David Jones was a force inside
and scored 13 first half points.
Sophomore Keith Wolff continued his consistent outside shooting by chipping in with nine
and Junior Dane Aiken contributed six points, including a
breakaway dunk off a nifty steal.
As a result, Trinity went into the
locker room with a commanding 40-28 lead.
In the second half, the Bantams continued their defensive
pressure, led by Aiken and Senior Steffan Tomlinson. Trinity
opened the half with a 9-0 run
and coasted to a quality 86-65
victory. Wolff led the team with
22 points, hauled down 8 rebounds and went a perfect 7for-7 from the foul line. Jones
added 17points and 8 rebounds.
Sophomore point guard Troy
McKelvin played a superior
floor game scoring 12 points,
pulling down 12 rebounds and
oftt 7 assistsrThe team,

shot 52% from the field and defensively held Clark's leading
scorer, Rafael Rodriguez, to six
points.
On Friday night, the Bantams played host to the Bobcats
of Bates. Bates came into the
game with a dismal 3-12 record
and were out-muscled, outrun,
and outplayed the entire
evening by the taller, stronger,
and quicker Bantams. Trinity
jumped out to a 13-0 lead as
Aiken had a beautiful driving
slam dunk. The Bantams added
an 18-5 run to close out the first
half with a 48-28 lead. The
Bantam's big guys topped the
Bobcats in the paint in the first
half as Jones scored 15 and fellow Senior Greg Haffner
chipped in with 5 points and 5
rebounds. Aiken, who scored
14 first half points, played great
defense on Bates' leading scorer,
Matt Garvey, who only had 6
points at the intermission.
As in the Clark game, the
Bantams came out strong in the
Greg Haffner dunks over a Clark opponent in
second half with an 8-0 run
which increased their lead to 28, last Tuesday's win, the Bantams' 14th in a row.
They added numbers 15 and 16 over the weekend.
56-28. Underclassmen Chris Reh
'95 (5 points 4 blocked shots), and David Hava '97 all saw ac- Jones scored 21 points on 9-ofPatKinzeler'95 (10points),Chris tion and played well in the 103- H shooting. Wolff added 19,
Calio '96, Chris Smith '96, Mark 74 victory, which avenged last Aiken 18, and Haffner 17, as the
Lotty '96, Spencer Grimes '96 season's defeat in Lewiston.
please turn to page J 7

But No Wins For Hockey

BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Wnier

BY BRIAN GENPRON
Sports Writer

If you played varsity basketball in Ray Oosting Gymnasium last week, you had better
have played for Trinity College.
It wasn't a very land place to
visitors.
The gym, nestled innocently in a corner of Trinity's
Ferris Athletic Center, ate Trinity opponents for dinner last

sm, the Bantams were dealt
two losses ovef the weekend,
On Friday, the White Mules of
y
y
orx Saturday the Bantams fell fr
2 to Bowdoin, The twt» lossesleft the Santawts 2-7-2 in. league
pky md one toss away (mm
being nomerkaEy elioraaated
from the playoffs. Avoiding
elimination is quite a tall order
considering the Bantams still
must jfece stichfcaawsas Wifr-

Women's B-ball
liuweloin

66

week—six entered, and all six
were swallowed up. The Trinity Women's Basketball Team
was one of Oostmg's two ungracious hosts.
Playing the front end of
three Trinity hoops doubleheaders, the Lady Bantams defeatedClark,Batesand Bowdoin
to run their current winning
streak to eight games. Inaweek
which saw Coach Maureen
Pine's squad improve to 12-5,
Trinity got consistently strong
performances from its veterans
and major contributions from
younger players. "We're getting great team efforts/' said
Pine.at the end of the week.
"We're getting key performances from different people
all the time."
Last Tuesday evening, Trinity hosted Clark University of
Worcester, MA. The beginning
of the contest had a noticeable
air of excitement to it, as the
Cougars were en teringHartford
at 12-4 and ranked fifth in New
England Division m. In a game

j

seasoa comes to a close.
On Bdday, Trinity hosted
Colby at Kih
Co-Captain Jen Hadfield'94 throws elbows
KATHEWNE MITCHEU.
during Trinity's game against Bowdoin last weekend.
which co-captain Jen Hadfield Trinity points. The Bants held
'94 would later describe as "the off- <Clark
• - • • •by making
- - • seven of
biggest win since I'vebeenhere, eleven free throws in the final
and possibly the biggest in the three minutes. The final was 72history of Trinity women's bas- 55.
ketball," Trinity defeated Clark
Hadfield scored 20 points
for the first time—ever.
to lead Trinity, and Toolan
The Bantams jumped out added 19, plus a team leading
to a 38-23 halftime lead, going eight rebounds and six steals.
on an 18-8 run for the last seven Co-captain Kate Armstrong '94
minutes of the half. The two had 12 points, eight rebounds
squads then spent most of the and two blocks, while Patty
second half trading baskets, as Sarmuk '95 also scored in double
Clark could get the Trinity lead figures with 10. Trinity's deno smaller than twelve. The fense shined, holding Clark's
inability of the Cougars to start freshman sensation Meegan
an extended run had much to do Garrity to 5-of-22 from the field.
with the shooting of Trinity's As a team, Clark made only 29%
B.J. Toolan'95, who at one point of its shots.
in the half scored twelve straight
please turn to page 16

b&rded goalie MikeEsposito "95
with more than 20 shots in the
first srterm, tsposito held his
ground and shut the Mules our
for thefijfst period, wUh Trin*
ity jumped out to an early 1-Q
lead on a goal kom freshman
Winston Bittch with assist goStewart '94
the second period began
me saaie way m the fest with
Bsposito facing mmf shots,
Colby took a penalty and &a»

ior Brendan Monahan took ad
• 'T^rry Long '97 to give the Ban'
terns a 2.-0 lead- But the mlg
Bantams started to crumble a
Colbybegattfapickthedefensi
apart. The Mutes- scored f
unanswered goals and came
away with the victory. Al
Ihoughallowinf five goalS/fc
off to goalie EsposifQ, who registered 44 savesand a solid game
in a losing cause,
Saturday afternoon, th
Bantams woes continued
Bowdoin came to Kingswood
needing a win to stay in contention in the league. Though the
Bantams played hard, they lost
the game 6-2, The team found
trouble when it fookacaupte of
bad penalties- on which
Bowdoin capitalized. Trailing
4>2 in the second period, the
Bantams had a chance to strike
when they went into a two-man
advantage situation. Unfortunately, the team was unable ft?
convert thisgolden opportunity
which took the wind otttof the
team's sails. In the losing effort,
Brendan Monahati
Craig Muse '97, and Wuse
scored with Long assisting to
register Trinity's final goal-
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